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Letter

from the Editor

LAST WORD WALLY
Farewell to a legend
➺ A few years ago after some meeting or other, my

boss told me a story about then–Board President Wally
Werner. I didn’t know Wally well, but I had been in
enough board meetings to know he was a thoughtful
leader of people and conversations, so I listened. “For a
long time,” my boss said, “Wally had a habit of staying
quiet through the whole discussion and then, right at
the end, he’d pipe up with his opinion. It was always
good, but we started calling him Last Word Wally.”
That doesn’t sound so bad, I thought. Sounds like a guy who listens, turns
the discussion over in his head for a while, and spits out something insightful.
As a matter of fact, I thought, it sounds like the way I behaved in meetings.
The point, my boss said, was that as Wally grew to be a more effective
leader, he started participating throughout the discussion — guiding it,
shaping its direction, challenging the group to come up with a better
outcome. Much more valuable than saving up for a closing argument.
I wasn’t sure we were still talking about Wally.
Wally died in January. It was — is — a shock. The man was almost comically
active, logging more miles in a year than most of us are likely to pedal in a
lifetime. He led tours for Adventure Cycling and designed his own for himself
and friends, fired off emails with ideas and offers to help (Wally’s “real life”
work was in web development, and his help was pivotal in getting Adventure
Cycling’s website update completed in 2013), and mentored staffers and board
members alike. The man was living right up until the moment he wasn’t.
If you didn’t know him, you missed one of the greats. If you did — and
after leading 72 tours, dropping in on many more, and riding in dozens as
a participant, you probably did — even for a passing hello, then you know
what’s been lost. A few months ago in this space, I wrote about legends like
Heinz Stücke, Claude Marthaler, and Greg and June Siple. Wally may have
been a generation late to that cohort, but his impact on bicycle travel is no
less profound.
On page 9, you can read a bit about his life and his passing. On page 41,
you’ll see Adventure Cycling’s Annual Impact Report, a recounting of the
work we’ve done over the last year or so, very much shaped and shepherded
by Wally’s leadership. And finally, on page 67, you’ll
see Wally captured on film again and again in the
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In an empty
hardware
store parking
lot in Mt. Ida,
Arkansas,
contributing
writer ELLEE
THALHEIMER
and her friend
Aly Schwarz
leaned their
bikes on the
curb and
munched snacks. Two burly
mountain bikers drove into
the lot. One of their bikes had
a bad chain problem. No new
chains were to be found in rural
Arkansas on a Sunday, so Ellee
whipped out her multitool. A lot
of teamwork later, the bike was
ready for the trail. The guys,
originally from Colombia and
Venezuela, celebrated by blasting
salsa music. Dancing commenced.
Best. Cross-training. Ever.

Described
as “an island
of focus and
productivity”
in the midst
of a big
inter-office
move during
deadline
week, Lead
Magazine
Designer
ALLY MABRY managed to
finalize this issue in the nick of
time. Planning to visit Missoula
on a ride this year? Say hello
during your tour of the office and
you can judge the island’s focus
for yourself.
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PLANNING TO SUBMIT A
STORY IN 2020? PLAN!
As you plan your big trip(s) for
2020, a quick reminder: if you’re
considering pitching Adventure
Cyclist a story about your
adventures, plan accordingly!
Take good notes, talk to people
along the way (and write down
their names, we promise you
won’t remember), and most of all,
take pictures like you’re already
on assignment. Our submission
guidelines include links to
multiple pieces with tips for how
to photograph your tour. For
feature stories, magazine-quality
photos are mandatory! Read up
at adventurecycling.org/submit.
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Your support powered another big year
Tom Greeley (shirtless) and Hermon Hoffer (far left) rode one of our TransAm tours in 1980. Hermon was 75 and
nursed a broken arm for the final 2,000 miles, a memory still so potent that it prompted Tom to reach out earlier
this year and share their story.

in our Annual Impact Report on
pages 41–48 represent the breadth
and depth of our work: inspiration,
resources, community, goals, and
transformation. This collective work,
catalyzed by staff and lived by you, is
Adventure Cycling Association.
The outcomes are impressive.
Last year we added 1,200 miles to the
Adventure Cycling Route Network
with the creation of the Arkansas
High Country Route, plus more than
500 new miles of U.S. Bicycle Routes
were designated by states (including a
small but crucially important few miles
on USBR 50 in West Virginia tying
together Pennsylvania and Ohio!).
By the end of 2020, we’ll crest 50,000
miles in our network, which combines
with more than 14,000 miles in the
USBRS to form the largest mapped
system in the world by a wide margin.
It’s no wonder we have members in
48 countries — this is work of global
importance, and global inspiration.
The statistics in our annual report
are symbols of our collective impact
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— but it’s not about miles mapped
or a million donated dollars (thank
you!) — it’s the impact on people like
you and me whose lives have been
fundamentally changed and enriched
by getting in the saddle and pedaling
somewhere new.

TOM GREELE Y
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networks for North America.
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country — at only 23!

In my first few months at
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week I heard from Ankur Kumar in
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Letters

from our Readers

TAKES ALL KINDS
SEEING THE LIGHT

Not so much a comment on the review
itself (“Road Test,” Feb. 2020) but
just want to say I’m so happy to see
you include lighter-weight bikes as
legitimate touring options. I did my
first cross-country tour about 40 years
ago on a fairly light touring bike (a
Lotus Odyssey). Did great. And I could
keep up with the lunchtime crowd
too! All bikes of that time had eyelets
for racks except for pure racers. They
all did fine on loaded tours. Then
something happened over time.
If you wanted to tour, then you had
to buy a 30-pound tank of a bike to get
eyelets. I have one of those, and really
they are not fun to ride despite what
this magazine has said in numerous
reviews of these bikes.
The vast majority of touring does
not need a bike that can handle
50-pound loads. And, finally, the answer
to my prayers (more like whining) came
in the form of adventure/gravel bikes.
They are so versatile! They are fun to
ride with their low weight. They can
handle racks and carry 30 pounds (and
more!) easily. Anyone considering a
long tour and is packing on the lighter
side should consider these bikes.
Phew .... got that off my chest.
Larry Cohen | Wilton, New Hampshire

eXCITED

“Ready for a Charge” (“A Drop in the
Bucket,” Feb. 2020) was great as far as
it went, but it could have mentioned
that there are lithium-ion batteries for
eBikes that can fly — in carry-ons, not
in checked luggage — because they
actually consist of several separate
batteries, each under the 100-amp limit
set by the TSA.
I (70-year-old female, Adventure
Cycling Life Member) have
successfully toured in North America

ADVENTURECYCLING.ORG/MEMBERS

and Europe for decades with Bike
Fridays. In late 2018, I sent a Bike
Friday tikit back to Eugene to get a
motor (in the front wheel), controller
(behind the bottom bracket), and
three-piece battery pack (removable,
hangs in pack below saddle).
The batteries, linked in series, give
me nearly 300 amps; I could add more.
They come from Grin Technologies in
Vancouver, British Columbia. I’m not an
engineer, but I see no reason why this
battery type wouldn’t work on other
eBikes. Thankfully, this technology is
evolving so quickly!
Last summer, I again flew to
Germany and back with my entire kit
and caboodle and rode 2,500 miles over
10 weeks (much of that with the eBike
fully loaded). As usual, I also took the
now upgraded eBike with me on trains
as needed. Barring other disruptions,
I expect the eBike will add a decade to
my bike traveling.
The only downside is that the
additional weight means I require a
second checked bag ($100 each way
across the Atlantic), but it’s worth that
cost in order for me to continue riding
my own trusty steed.
Marti Scheel | New Orleans, Louisiana

MORE PRAISE FOR PR

I truly loved Susan Minichiello’s
inspiring, heartwarming, lovely,
emotional article about her
participation in Adventure Cycling’s
Puerto Rico tour (“¿Por Que, Puerto
Rico?” Feb. 2020). What a great
accomplishment! There was a great
deal that I could identify with in her
fantastic article. For one thing, I had
cancer (of the prostate), which led to
its removal five years ago. Also, I did
a self-guided one-week tour around
the island of Vieques off the coast of
the Puerto Rican main island, and

the very artistic, colorful “Pintalto”
neighborhood’s cubist-inspired art of
its houses along with the wonderful
print by Reinaldo Ruiz were nice
reminders of my 38 years at the
National Gallery of Art, in Washington,
DC (I’ve been retired for a year).
As I read the words “... my vision
blurred with unexpected tears ... You
alright? Just can’t believe I’m doing a
bike tour, I said, tears streaming down
my face. But, I feel ... empowered,” I
too, felt tears of happiness and emotion
welling up for the author within my
own eyes. I love the chant “My body is
mine. My body is mine.”
I read Adventure Cyclist from cover
to cover. As always, my thanks go out to
the publishers of this great magazine,
and especially for this truly emotionally
empowering article.

Bruce Hebblethwaite | Cheverly, Maryland

STÜCKE ON HEINZ

Thank you for publishing the story
of Heinz Stücke (“The Man Who Put
the World Under His Wheels,” Feb.
2020). What an uncompromising
life. What an adventure. The
photos especially have pulled at my
heartstrings. This is the thrill and
romance we seek from travel.

Alexander Karas | Buffalo, New York

Your letters are welcome. We may edit letters for
length and clarity. If you do not want your comments
to be printed in Adventure Cyclist, please state so
clearly. Include your name and address with your
correspondence. Email your comments, questions, or
letters to editor@adventurecycling.org or mail to Editor,
Adventure Cyclist, P.O. Box 8308, Missoula, MT 59807.
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WayPoints

The Lost Sierra is a part of northeastern
California — specifically Lassen, Butte,
Sierra, and Plumas counties — rich in
natural beauty, full of lakes, rivers,
waterfalls, and craggy peaks. But after
decades of boom-and-bust industries like
mining and timber, the communities in
the Lost Sierra lack sustainable economic
opportunities. That’s where trails come in.
The Sierra Buttes Trail Stewardship
(SBTS), a nonprofit organization that
builds and maintains multiuse trails in the
Sierra Buttes, Tahoe, Plumas, and Lassen
national forests, recently received a grant
from the Clean Water and Parks Act (also
known as Proposition 68) to begin the first
stage of their Connected Communities
project. When completed, Connected
Communities will link 15 towns in the Lost
Sierra with 300 miles of multiuse trail,
supporting disadvantaged communities
with recreation-based economic growth.
The trails, open to hikers, cyclists,
equestrians, and dirt bikers, will connect
Truckee, Downieville, Graeagle, Quincy,
and others, routing trail users right to
Main Street to support local businesses.
The $360,525 grant for Phase 1
will allow SBTS to begin planning and
mapping the new trails as well as visiting
the communities for local input and
talking to land managers. Phase 2 will
commence environmental studies and is
expected to cost almost $800,000. Trail
construction will begin in Phase 3, with a
projected cost of $7.9 million.
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Bike Travel Weekend

➺ Adventure Cycling invites you to go on a one- or two-night bike adventure
during the weekend of June 5–7, 2020, for the fifth annual Bike Travel Weekend.
Join thousands of people throughout the world and explore the overnight cycling
opportunities in your backyard by riding your bike to a campground, B&B, hotel,
hostel, or a friend’s house. Use any bike, go any distance, and ride on pavement
or dirt with friends, by yourself, or a big group. Introduce bike travel to someone
new by inviting an adventurous friend to come along — and be sure to stop for
a celebratory ice cream on your return trip. Register to lead a trip or to join an
existing trip on the interactive map at BikeTravelWeekend.org. Everyone who
registers will be entered to win a Salsa Cutthroat bike.

PEG SCHMIDT

FINDING GROWTH
IN THE LOST
SIERRA

edited by Dan Meyer

OUR WAY? LET’S
TRY NORWAY

Rest in Peace, Wally
➺ Tour leader, longtime board member,

life member, and consummate adventure
cyclist Wally Werner died on Saturday,
January 25, 2020, after suffering a heart
attack at his home in Colorado. He was 63.
Over more than 30 years as a
member and leader of Adventure
Cycling Association, Wally emerged
as one of the most influential voices
in the organization’s history. He led 72
tours, including 52 introductory classes
and Leadership Training Courses,
the training ground for all Adventure
Cycling tour leaders. In total, more than
1,000 riders joined Wally on tour. He
also served on the Board of Directors
from 2008 until 2019, including terms as
President from 2013 to 2019.
“Wally walked the talk. He led a full
life of work and family. But all this didn’t
get in the way of him getting out and
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traveling by bike in ways many people
only dream of,” said current Board
President Joyce Casey. “I was stunned to
hear of Wally’s untimely passing and am
mourning one of the greats along with
the rest of the bike travel community.”
In addition to leading hundreds
of guided tours, Wally’s own cycling
adventures were as impressive as they
were frequent. He rode from Key West,
Florida, to Homer, Alaska, in 2014, and
crossed the country multiple times.
Wally’s baritone voice and nevermet-a-stranger nature were a frequent
presence at Adventure Cycling’s Missoula
headquarters and on the road, where
thousands of cyclists crossed paths with
him during their own journeys. He was
the embodiment of Adventure Cycling’s
mission to inspire, empower, and connect
people to travel by bike.

Last month, we reported on the
National Transportation Safety
Board’s (NTSB) report on cycling
safety in the U.S. If you read between
the lines, you may have noticed our
disappointment in the NTSB’s focus
on helmets and high-tech instead of
drivers’ behavior. Mayors in many
U.S. cities have made promises in
recent years pledging to the Vision
Zero program, but so far results have
been less than promising. New York
City, for example, saw a record 29
cycling fatalities in 2019 in spite of
an uptick in new bike lanes.
Leave it to the Norwegians to
show us how it’s done. In January,
Oslo, Norway’s capital, reported zero
pedestrian and cyclist deaths in 2019
(there was one traffic fatality: a man
drove his car into a fence). The goal
of Vision Zero is zero traffic deaths of
any kind, and Oslo is now the closest
any city in the world has come. And
they’ve done it without resorting to
extreme measures.
As reported by Bicycling
magazine, Oslo has over the years
built more bike infrastructure,
lowered speed limits, limited private
vehicles downtown, and created
“heart zones” — car-free areas
around schools. (Note that passing
a helmet law is not included in that
list.) And like many other European
cities, Oslo is saturated with public
transportation like buses, subways,
and streetcars.
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Book Report

by Dan Meyer

Outpedaling “the Big C”: My Healing
Cycle Across America
by Elizabeth McGowan
To celebrate five years cancer-free,
Pulitzer prize–winning journalist
Elizabeth McGowan rode her bike from
the Pacific Ocean to the Atlantic on
the TransAmerica Trail. This heartfelt
memoir recounts two journeys: one,
on a bike through rural America; and
another, McGowan’s journey from her
initial diagnosis of melanoma (the same
cancer that killed her father) to her
various treatments, a soul-searching
thru-hike on the Appalachian Trail,
a life-saving surgery, and finally a life
free of cancer.
Shifting into High Gear: One Man’s
Grave Diagnosis and the Epic Bike Ride
that Taught Him What Matters
by Kyle Bryant
After a diagnosis of Friedrich’s ataxia — a
debilitating neurological disease, and a
terminal one — Kyle Bryant struggled
with anger, depression, self-pity, and
denial, until the day he discovered
his vehicle to freedom: a recumbent
trike. After building up his strength
and endurance, Kyle embarked on a
journey across the country to benefit
ataxia research and find a new way of
living. Along the way, he met others
who suffer from ataxia, their families,
scientists researching treatments, and
the characters of rural America.
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Strength and Conditioning for
Cyclists: Off the Bike Conditioning for
Performance and Life
by Phil Burt and Martin Evans
For many touring cyclists, “training” is
often the first couple weeks of a tour.
For others, it’s sitting on a stationary
trainer in the basement for hours at
a time, pedaling furiously and going
nowhere. But for those of us who want
to get stronger on the bike and avoid
injuries, there’s another option. Strength
and Conditioning for Cyclists outlines a
plan to assess your weaknesses, apply
exercises to improve them, and develop
a training plan to stay fit and healthy
all year long. There’s even a flow chart!
Who can say no to a flow chart?
The Rough-Stuff Fellowship Archive:
Adventures with the World’s Oldest OffRoad Cycling Club
by Mark Hudson
If your idea of classic bicycle touring
includes steel bikes, wool knickers, and
lots and lots of hike-a-biking, then The
Rough-Stuff Fellowship Archive is for
you. The Rough-Stuff Fellowship is the
oldest off-road cycling club in the world,
starting in 1955, and this book features a
collection of photographs taken from the
thousands of slides in the club’s archive.
Don’t expect a whole lot of context in
this book. Each photo is labeled with
the date, location, the riders’ names, and
sometimes a short description. Aside
from the mouse sandwich (!), each photo
tells a story all on its own without any
need for an explanation.

ALLY MABRY

The Joy of Cycling: An Inspired
Collection of Quotations for the Urban,
Sport & Recreational Cyclist
by Jackie Corley
Every once in a while, it helps to have
a source of affirmation, something to
remind you of your love of cycling. And
you know what? A book of inspirational
quotes always seems to do the trick. The
Joy of Cycling has all the usual suspects,
like Eddy Merckx, Greg LeMond, Heinz
Stücke, and Susan B. Anthony, plus a few
you maybe haven’t seen before.

ADVENTURECYCLING.ORG/MEMBERS
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STORY BY KATIE NEWBURY
PHOTOS COURTESY OF SAM AND KATIE NEWBURY
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Captain: Katie

Stoker: Sam

Breckenridge, Colorado — 2015
14
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We were squashed in a sea of over 500
bicycles, staged near the back of the pack. It was
the third day of a mountain bike stage race in
Breckenridge. Sam had captained the first two
days, and in keeping with the way we have always
ridden the tandem, we switched places. Today I
was up front. It’s easier for me to stoke, especially
in competition, even when it’s just the two of us
(although this experience is shifting with time). I
know my job and I do it well: tuck in, watch Sam’s
muscles quiver, his back, his hips, his shoulders.
Over the years, there’s been less need for talking. I
can see his elbow move out and know we are about
to shift gears. I wait to see the muscles in his legs
let up, we pause and shift, and his muscles fire and
my muscles fire. I try to match his every move —
ease up when he eases up, give power when he
gives power, lean, coast, ratchet. It’s an incredible
dance! We fly despite occasional crashes.
But I wasn’t stoking today. And while stoking is
easier and more comfortable, it’s not where I grow,
where I debunk false stories, where I see how alive
my self-critic is or how centered and trusting and
confident I am. It’s not where I see that sometimes
the stories my mind tells aren’t true, and that my
husband does trust me, as implicitly as I trust him.
He stays back there when we are on tight, steeply
exposed singletrack, the mountainside falling
away hundreds of feet below us. Yes, he too has to
breathe, he has to practice trust, but he does, and his
words of encouragement are as constant as my cues.
He loves me through the battles I have with myself,
with the conditioning I’ve inherited. And each time
I captain, some of this conditioning is dismantled. It
crumbles away never to come back.
It would only be a couple of minutes before the
flag lifted and this mob of bicycles started moving
up the road, toward the mountains, toward the trails.
Despite knowing that my best is enough and we
were doing this for us, I still felt nervousness in my
belly. We stood out on the tandem, now even more
because I was in front. We started near the back
because of the way our minds make assumptions.
Because without even knowing it, that’s what our
fellow cyclists were doing — some assuming that we
would be slower, that we would get in the way. Some
assuming that we would be faster (maybe), some
assuming that it’s crazy, that it’s harder. Somehow I
felt the weight of all these assumptions landing on
me, and I wanted to disappear into the stoker seat.
I closed my eyes. I took a few slow, deep
breaths. I smelled the deliciousness of the crisp
mountain air and remembered why we’re here, why
we’re doing this — to be great teammates, to bring
encouragement and smiles and support to other
riders, to spend several hours in the beauty of the
Colorado high country, to expand what is possible,
and to ride with grace.

april 2020

Katie in the captain’s chair during the Breck Epic race.

We moved forward like salmon swimming
upstream out of a pinch point in a river. I was awed
at how natural it felt now that we were in it. Of
course, I too knew how to find our place, to pass
other cyclists on the singletrack, to shift gears and
hold an even pace in a line of riders. Other than the
smooth, even power, I could hardly feel Sam on the
back of the bike. The stories and fears dissolved;
there was no space for them now as every ounce of
my attention was consumed by the task at hand.
The singletrack was really narrow and the
mountainside steep. Sam’s words of encouragement
kept pace with the cues I sent back.
Bump
Ease up
Nice job!
And coast.
Big drop.
Awesome!
And pedal.
You got it!
Ease up.
Holy s*#t — great line!
And down.
Pedal.
And up.
Okay, we got this!
And we do!
I burst into tears of joy, of fatigue, of gratitude,
of feeling loved and supported when we crossed
the finish line that day — five hours of being
teammates I won’t ever regret.

Captain: Sam

Stoker: Katie

PATAGONIA, CHILE — 2011

A fully loaded bike further magnifies movements from the stoker — constant communication is key to smooth riding.

“What are you doing back there?” Sam asked,
mostly in curiosity, as we pedaled down a lonely
gravel road, resting in the floor of an abundantly
green mountain valley — mist moving in and out
of the furry peaks rising above and holding us in.
“I was scratching my nose and then grabbing
some water,” I said.
Thus began the learning. When stoking (this
is especially important on singletrack), your
every move reverberates up to the front of the
bike, threatening to change its course. Scratching
your nose, grabbing a water bottle, putting on
sunscreen, looking over your shoulder, peering
over the captain’s shoulder, unintentionally
weighting your handlebars, leaning out of sync
with the captain, sitting up, and on and on. We
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have learned over the years, through trial and
error, the subtlety of this dance.
To ride tandem and enjoy it does not require
a meticulous level of attentiveness, especially on
a paved, open road. At times, the stoker is doing
all sorts of things: looking at the map, making
snacks, taking photos, applying sunscreen, stuffing
away layers, etc. However, the magical feeling of
being completely in sync — on a climb, on curvy
singletrack through tight trees, while accelerating
out of a corner — is beyond words. “Glorious”
certainly doesn’t do it justice. We are over 330
pounds of moving weight, which, when not in sync,
is awkward and sluggish, to say the least. Yet, when
we are in sync, the experience provides a nimble
sense of lightness with unfathomable power.
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Captain: sam
Stoker: katie

Rainbow Pass,
Montana — 2014
Tour Divide

Tandem mountain biking — especially on serious singletrack — requires a level of trust that resonates beyond the bike.
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All I could hear was the stillness that
accompanies night, our breathing, and the gentle
whoosh of gravel being metabolized beneath our
tires. It was too dark to make out the subtleties of
Sam’s form, despite the fact that his back was mere
inches from my face. The steady grade of the old
fire road was perfect! The drivetrain was resting
in “number eight,” and we were standing, the bike
rhythmically swaying from side to side, mirroring
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the rhythm of our breathing. As we leaned into
the pedals, the loaded bike felt light, as if it was
moving us up the mountain pass and not the other
way around. I didn’t need to see Sam’s back moving,
his shoulders swaying. It had become so familiar,
I simply fell back into feeling, into trust. Sam kept
the sway of the bike even, regular, and while giving
power, I effortlessly matched the sway. We floated,
in the darkness, to the top of the pass.

Captain: Katie

Stoker: Sam

Nepal — Annapurna Circuit 2016

An earlier, less aware, less trained, less
compassionate version of my mind would tell
a different story. But the reality was that the
road was made up of golf-ball– to softballsized rocks and had many steep, punchy
climbs. Regardless of who was in front, it
wouldn’t be easy or graceful. So we hopped
on and then quickly found ourselves hopping
off again. We pushed for a while, and then
we tried riding again. It was gorgeous. We
were in the bottom of a gorged canyon. The
walls were steep and rocky, yet somehow still
covered in lush jungle vegetation.
While captaining years ago, Sam brought
to my attention that the impact of being
hard on myself expanded beyond my own
bubble of experience. When I missed a line,
or our wheels spun, leaving us no choice
other than to hop off the tandem, the harsh
tone and words spoken under my breath
affected Sam. It made it hard for him to
know how to support me and how to connect
when this harsh voice seemed to dominate
my experience. While this observation has
nothing to do with the technicalities of riding
a tandem, it has changed my life and my
relationship with myself and my husband.
Now, when I miss a line, I say,
“Whoopsidaisies.” And sometimes that’s
followed by an eager, “Let’s try that again.”
My internal monologue has changed from
“Ahh! Come on, Katie!” to “Dang! Nice
try, you almost had that!” When I expand
this out beyond tandem riding, it is truly
transformative.
We were leaving Ngawal, Nepal, a small
village perched over a thousand feet above
the valley floor, and heading toward Manang.
I was captaining when we encountered some
of the most exposed singletrack we had ever
ridden. We were above 10,000 feet and the
landscape was arid, the air thin. The trail
cut into a steep, rocky mountainside, which
descended unimpeded by any vegetation
to the valley below. An earlier version of
myself might have thrown in the towel
before even trying. But, right now, I was
present. I was aware of my riding ability. I
could tell Sam was nervous, and instead of
taking his nervousness personally or as fuel
for a critical story, I simply allowed him his
experience. This allowed me to tend fully
to my job. While the exposure was high,
the trail was in excellent condition, most
of the time. My breathing was relaxed. My
eyes looked ahead. The bike was perfectly
balanced. Sam breathed, and we danced
down the trail.
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The Newburys
finished the
2014 edition of
the Tour Divide
Race in third
place overall
and were the
only tandem
competitors
that year.
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Fort William, Scotland — Fall 2013

Though regularly switching places might not be possible for everyone because of sizing, giving it a shot for even a few minutes is worth it!
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A teacher once told me to approach my life
as a series of experiments. The journey of riding
tandem with Sam is where I most aptly put to
practice this advice.
We were scrunched in the single room of
a small café with over 100 other people. The
windows were covered in steam. We’d just
completed an experiment — a 24-hour mountain
bike race, solo on the tandem. Everyone in the
room seemed to share a similar glow that perhaps
resulted from the silliness of riding a bicycle in
circles, through the night, in the rain and mud, or
perhaps resulted from the energy of kindness and
support that pervaded this event.
Sam’s dad had discovered this race and put
it on our radar when he learned we would be
touring in Scotland. Thus we toured with an
extra fork strapped to our rear rack and some
extra tires, thinking, “Why not try riding 24
hours?”
We were quickly absorbed into the incredibly
friendly, family-like camaraderie of the event.
A team of three and their friends set up camp
near us. They offered to clean our bike in the
middle of the night while also offering general
encouragement and good company throughout.
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We cheered each individual as they were called
up to the “stage” to receive honors and awards for
their performance in the event. Then, just as the
awards seemed to be wrapping up, with all of the
categories honored, I turned to Sam in confusion.
“Did they just say our names?”
We looked at each other, then around to all
the smiling faces, and hesitantly started making
our way to the front of the café. The cheers were
deafening (in comparison to any of the previous
awards), and when we turned around, we saw
everyone standing.
We weren’t racing anyone else. There was no
tandem category. We didn’t go particularly fast.
And we even paused for a couple hours of rest
in the middle of the night. But we’re learning
that riding fast is not what it’s about. People are
inspired by our example of being teammates, of
doing something unknown and awkward and hard
together, and smiling our way through it.
As we awkwardly stood up front receiving the
warmth and love of the applause from this group
of strangers, more than anything I felt humbled.
I thought we had been riding just for us. I was
reminded of a different lesson: we have no way of
knowing how our actions may affect others.
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riding tandem
TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL
TANDEM RIDING
• Switch places (no matter
your size, even if it’s only
one time and for a second)
• Check in with each
other regularly (is the
communication style
working for both of you?)
• Cheer yourselves and each
other on!
• Make sure one person
waves to everyone you pass
• Be willing to experiment —
anything is possible!

CAPTAIN
Being a tandem captain is like driving a delivery
truck through a crowded marketplace, calling a
contra dance while being shot out of a cannon,
and driving a too-small truck with a too-big
mustang bucking in the back.

STOKER
Being a tandem stoker is like being an
awesome dance partner, riding shotgun in a
rally car, being the “flyer” in a cheer squad,
and being a running back following your
blocker through the line of scrimmage.

CAPTAIN RESPONSIBILITIES
• Micronavigation
• Speed
• Braking
• Shifting
• Clear communication

STOKER RESPONSIBILITIES
• Hang on!
• Be a good follower
• Communicate
• Macronavigation
• Food prep

A GOOD CAPTAIN
• Signals/communicates
• shifting
• coasting
• pedaling
• drops
• obstacles
• jumps, bumps, loose rocks, etc.
• Listens to the stoker’s needs/requests
(i.e., doesn’t scare the stoker and slows
down if asked)
• Offers words of encouragement and
appreciation to stoker

A GOOD STOKER
• Practices trust
• Follows with grace, learns captain’s cues
(verbal and nonverbal)
• Maximizes power, minimizes wiggles
• Giggles and cheerleads!
• Checks in before sitting up with no
hands, digging in framebag, looking over
shoulder, etc.

MYTH BUSTERS: IS TANDEM
RIDING EASIER OR HARDER?
• Due to the extra weight, on
flat or downhill pavement,
a tandem is very fast
(perhaps easier and faster
than single bike)
• All other riding is NOT
easier!
• Climbing can be slower
because of the extra
resistance created when the
amount of power, sway, and/
or upper body movement of
the riders are not in sync
• Climbing, when
synchronized, can feel like a
locomotive
PROS
• Traction! A tandem team
can climb VERY steep
dirt (steeper than what is
possible on a single bike)
• Can’t endo!
• Can talk very easily to your
riding partner
CHALLENGES
• Lifting the front end
• Long wheelbase (it’s
possible to high center
and can be trickier to ride
switchbacks)
• Unweighting the back end
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switching places

Thorung La, Nepal — 2016
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We were at our best. We
had risen early at morning, not
because we had to, but because
we wanted to, because we love
moving in the darkness. We love
watching the sky begin to lighten
and the stars dim, breathing in,
being in the magic and mystery
of a new day.
We were at 17,872 feet, the
highest elevation either of us
had ever experienced, and we
had our tandem. We practiced
one of our favorite things — to
be the first to arrive and the last
to leave. We set up our stove and
made hot drinks for our fellow
humans: sherpas, guides, hikers,
younger people, older people,
commuters. We watched as the
As the saying goes, wherever your relationship is going, you’ll get there faster on a tandem.
crescendo of the crowd built and
then began to fade.
We were in no rush as we were looking at
It was my day up front. Sam would never have
almost 9,000 feet of descending. Eventually we
asked to trade, but I saw the excitement. The
found ourselves the only two left at the pass. The
eager young pup.
sky was electric blue, the prayer flags thickly
“Sure!” he said.
covering layers of rock, and the surrounding peaks
It usually took a little while to settle in when we
rose up but seemed to be within reach.
switched places. But not today. Despite readjusting
Throwing our legs over the top tube, we shared
seat heights in the middle of some tricky terrain,
a grin and a fist pound. We got this.
we hit the ground running.
The trail was in reasonable shape as I guided
It was clear we’d been training all of our lives
the bike between rocks. I felt alive, centered, open,
for this moment.
and undefended. Although I was captaining the
When Sam is in the groove as a captain, his
bike with grace and skill, I couldn’t help but wonder grace is breathtaking. We rode switchbacks
what it would be like for Sam to drive this section.
tighter and looser than we’d ever ridden. As the
An apt comparison would be riding a rigid bike
bike turned, I saw the exposure, and I simply
with skinny tires on a technical mountain bike
breathed. I breathed in the deep trust I have in
trail versus a full-suspension, plus-tired bike. It’s
my partner.
possible to do both with grace. It’s possible to
At the bottom of the descent, we raced
thoroughly enjoy both. And sometimes it’s really
through a minefield of hard edges, of lumpy
fun to descend on the full suspension.
rocks. The lines were tricky, and yet we moved
“Hey, sweetie, you up for switching places? You
with grace. We were riding more beautifully than
take the rest of the descent?” I asked.
ever before.
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SWITCHING PLACES
People ride tandem for all sorts of
reasons. For us, it’s a joint experiment
in expanding what’s possible as
teammates and in exploring the
technicalities of riding a tandem.
In our laboratory, we’re constantly
asking questions. How do we lift the
front end? Skid the back end? Hop
together? Take a jump? Trackstand?
There has been no end to the
surprises. And similarly no end to the
gifts when we park the bike yet keep
our lab coats on.
Switching places on the tandem
supports the cultivation of empathy
— we learn what it’s like to be in the
other’s shoes. We each know what
it feels like to be fully responsible
for both of us, while barreling down
a gravel road at an easy 50 mph,
navigating exposure or taking a tight
switchback. On the other hand, we also
both know what it feels like to have
no control, to not be able to see where
we are going, while barreling down a
gravel road, navigating exposure, or
taking a tight switchback.
When we’re struggling to find
common ground, or we get out of sync
in our marriage, we hop on one of our
three tandems and find some empty
gravel road or rugged singletrack or
cyclocross race. The tandem teaches
us and reminds us how to be excellent
teammates and humans — the ones we
aspire to always be but sometimes fall
away from.
Katie Newbury pedals, at home and all over the
world, to connect. She prefers sleeping outside and
is curious to know “Will we ever be able to wheelie
the tandem?”

Bicycle Tours for the Culturally Curious
• Italian Bike Tour specialists since 1989
• Top Guides connect you to local lands and culture
• Top-of-the-line Bianchi Bicycles
• One-on-one bicycle clinics
• Unsurpassed fun, learning, exercise and feasts daily
• Peace of Mind Guaranteed on the world’s finest rides

ciclismoclassico.com 1.800.866.7314
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“S

o when
we get
mud on
us, we just, like,
don’t care?” my
longtime friend
Aly Schwarz asked
as she twisted
around to look at
the streak of mud
on her calf. “So
this is what we’re
doing? We just
leave it there?”

By Ellee Thalheimer
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It was the first moment of our ride on a section of
the 1,200-mile Arkansas High Country Route, which
is three interlocking loops through the state. We
planned on riding around 150 miles from Thornburg
to the Little Missouri River on the southern loop.
The act of getting the bikes off the back of my
dad’s Subaru had left an orange-brown scuff on
Aly. In that moment, the audacity of my choice to
convince my childhood friend to do her first bike
tour really hit me. As a denizen of L.A. immersed
in the entertainment industry, Aly had a penchant
for acrylic nails and a moderate distrust of nature-y
things (she once screamed at me in warning not to
step on moss).
When I pitched the trip to her, she hadn’t been on
a bike in 13 years. But, having grown up in Little Rock
like me, she was overdue for visiting family. After
much arm twisting, she agreed and joined a spin gym.
Three weeks before the trip, she bought a helmet, the
“least ugly” in her size.
Now a farm dog barked in the distance, and we
both watched as my father’s car disappeared down the
narrow country road separating two pastures. That’s
right, my dad dropped us off. Mind you, Aly and I are
40 and my dad is 72. The last time we all were stuffed
in a car together like that, Dad was driving us to a
movie at the mall as we traded Pearl Jam CDs and
hurled snarky retorts from the back seat.
Aly zipped into her borrowed jacket and borrowed
booties, then onto the bike she borrowed from my
dad. She gave me a look that I knew in my DNA.
Wide eyes, crinkled brow, sardonic smile: it was the
look she always gave me right before we were about
to do something stupid. Like when we were 11 and we
tried to drive her mom’s hatchback. Aly promised me
she knew how.
Months before the ride, Aly and I hatched a plan
(like we always had in the old days). Do about 150
miles in three days. Aly, as a complete beginner,
begged off doing the same distance in four days.
Even though I had concerns about mileage and
gravel, I knew Aly was hardheaded and tended to
accomplish whatever she set out to do. Plus, as a
trained actress, she was convincing. She promised
me she’d be just fine.
So I contacted Chuck Campell, who created the
route with Adventure Cycling, and peppered him
with questions. He helped me choose the gentlest
section with the most services (read: hotels) and least
gravel. The selection was scant. The Arkansas High
Country Route is laden with camping-contingent
backroads, significant elevation, and lots of gravel.

Ellee and Aly at
cotillion in Arkansas
in the 90s.

ELLEE AND ALY’S

HIGH SCHOOL REUNION

The first five minutes of the ride
were grand. Cattle dotted the lush
fields. The dilapidated barns seemed
quaint. There wasn’t a car on the
road. Then we rode through a pack
of vultures. Big ones, with wing spans
wider than I am tall. There must have
been a carcass somewhere nearby. A
number of them swooped jarringly
close to us. Their wings made an
ominous whine, and their caws sounded
disturbingly dinosaurian. Not a great
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portent, but let’s put a bookmark in
that. I want to mention the highlights
and successes first.
Along the way, we stopped at Quapaw
Spa in Hot Springs, a town famous for
the healing properties of its subterranean
thermal waters. The most indulgent and
magical moment on our trip was slipping
our road-battered bodies into a steaming
pool of mineral-suffused water. All the
chunky gravel and vultures and whatnot
faded from our consciousness.

On the second and third days, we
were reminded of civilization when
riding through the tiny communities
of Mountain Pine, Crystal Springs,
Bear, and Mount Ida. But in between
we were mostly alone on roads that
cut through the oak woods of the
Ouachita National Forest. Bear scat lay
unbothered in the middle of the road, a
skunk peered at us from the ditch, and
a deer bounded across our path. The
only sounds beyond the whir of our
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“Dang,” Aly
said midconversation.
“Bike touring
is really good
therapy.”
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bikes were the buzzing and chirping from
the encroaching forest. We added our
leisurely conversations to the soundscape.
“Dang,” Aly said mid-conversation.
“Bike touring is really good therapy.”
At the end of a gravel section, the cut
lawn of the Alamo Baptist Church carved
into the woods. The main building was
sheet metal, with a tiny, white-steepled
chapel in front. The church served a
sparse and rural area. Out front, a guy
with white hair peeking from under an
old baseball cap dug around the cab of his
beat-up blue pickup.
“Excuse me,” I said.
He turned, his jaw went slack at the
sight of us, and he said nothing.
I pointed at the one metal picnic bench
out front. “Um, can we use your picnic
bench?”
The man remembered his voice.
“Oh, yes. Please do,” he drawled. “We’re
just decorating for a wedding next weekend.
The preacher’s sister’s getting married.”
“Sounds like a big deal,” Aly said.

“Well, nothing ’round here’s a big deal,
but come on in and use the bathroom.
Y’all need a soda? We have some in the
fridge. Just grab you one.”
Church ladies inside ushered us
around the concrete-floored building.
Their Southern hospitality made us
feel like VIPs, even in Lycra and cleats.
Afterward, the man by the pickup truck
gave us stellar local intel on the road up
ahead, touching his palsied finger to our
map. Aly and I pushed off after lunch
feeling better about the world.
To bookend our trip, we walked
among the outdoor vendors of the Mount
Ida Quartz, Quiltz, and Craftz Festival.
Turquoise, rose, rust, and iridescent rocks
sparkled on folding tables in the October
sun. Rockhounds from all over had
descended on this little town with their
wares — which might include a crystal the
size of a minifridge. I bought a dinosaur
bone chip from the Jurassic period for my
daughter. Aly bought a lanyard necklace
from the Craftz building.

DENNIS COELLO

Hot Springs’s Quapaw Baths
are a welcome stop for bike
travelers
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Hot Springs,
Arkansas

DENNIS COELLO

The western slopes of Hot Springs
Mountain host a subterranean
tunnel of thermal waters that
creates almost 50 hot springs
around (aptly named) Hot Springs,
Arkansas. The waters are known
for their mysterious healing
properties. Before the Quapaw
were displaced by settlers, their
tribes gathered at the venerated
springs. During the town’s modern
heyday (and the height of its
corruption) from 1927 to 1947,
Hot Springs was a vibrant cluster
of speakeasies, garish springfed bathhouses, gambling joints,
untoward establishments, and
night clubs that attracted big city
gangsters like Al Capone. Today,
lots of the town’s tourism centers
on the relics of that time, such as
Bathhouse Row and other fixtures
in the Central Avenue Historic
District. Many of the bathhouses
have traditional spa services
and hot spring pools, which are
a decadent treat for someone
cycling through. In particular,
Quapaw Spa has lovely pools
of various temperatures and a
“steam cave.”
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The Arkansas High Country Route begins in
downtown Little Rock.

Mount Ida (pop. 1,080)
lies at a crossroads
similar to many other
rural Arkansas towns. But
Mount Ida is, in fact, the
“Quartz Crystal Capital of
the World.” The Ouachita
Mountains feature quartz
that is internationally
known for its quantity and
quality. The quartz was
first mined during World
War II for its piezoelectric
properties and were used
to control the frequencies
of radio transmitters and
receivers. These days
the quartz is used for
anything from decorations
to metaphysical healing.
If you pass through, you’ll
undoubtedly rub elbows
with rockhounds who live
and visit there. Do a short
day trip on backroads to
visit the Wegner Mines
and dig your own quartz.
Or just go to one of the
crystal shops in town.
If you are lucky (like we
were), you’ll hit Mount Ida
during the Quartz, Quiltz,
and Craftz Festival, an
annual congregation of
eccentric rockhounds.
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Mount
Ida
Rockhounds

With treasures in pocket, we
loaded our bikes back onto my
dad’s car. We wore matching “Boat
hair, don’t care” turquoise tank tops
purchased from Bob’s Food City in
town. We were smelly and satisfied.
But back to the vulture portent. I’d
be lying if I said the trip was easy. And
I’m not talking about gravel riding
or a dearth of services, though that
certainly was a challenge for Aly. (She
has her own story to tell on the next
page.) I’m talking about short sections
of two-lane Highway 7 with barely a
whisper of shoulder and a rumble strip
embedded into the white line. Drivers
wanted us off the road. Sure, they were
unaccustomed to cyclists. But they had
a good point — and they emphasized
that by laying on the horn and passing
within a hair’s breadth.
Also, dogs. Only a couple actually
chased us, although many came to the
property line baring their teeth. That
dynamic (like a volt of dive-bombing
vultures) set the mood of the ride.
There was a low buzz of fight-or-flight
anxiety versus the relaxed meandering
I had taken for granted or the luxury of
tucking into a good climb, only having
to focus on getting to the top.
Part of the ride went through areas
of abject rural poverty. Bearing witness
to that level of suffering seemed like
an important part of our experience of
the region and its history. An amazing,
though not always pleasant, aspect to bike
travel is the multidimensional experience
of a place, far beyond a packaged
experience. This was a case in point.
Some might say these challenging
aspects are an appeal — Arkansas bike
travel is yet undiscovered. You won’t find
many tour operators taking folks down
these roads or hundreds of images or
trip reports online. A bike traveler can
find great adventure in Arkansas as well
as a surprising amount of natural beauty
in its oak and hickory forests, clear
rivers, and rolling mountains. For me,
I think I’ll take a break from intrepid
bike travel for a spell and visit Aly in
California. Time to drag her on a bike
tour of the wine country.

CONFLUENCE, PA
Your doorway to the Great Allegheny Passage

Ellee Thalheimer is a contributing writer for
Adventure Cyclist. Follow her on Instagram
@pnw_hedonism
Photo © paul g Wiegman
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www.visitconfluence.info
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L

et’s be clear.
I had no
business
being on a
three-day, 150mile trek through
the backwoods
of Arkansas.
None. Zip. Zero.

By Aly Schwarz
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The last time I rode a bike was 13 years ago
bombing down Los Angeles sidewalks on a beater
mountain bike. My idea of adventure is a relaxing
all-inclusive jaunt to Jamaica, certainly not riding a
bike eight hours a day and possibly having to poo in
the woods.
So when my dear friend and travel writer Ellee
Thalheimer suggested we return to Arkansas where
we grew up together as part of a writing assignment
on the Arkansas High Country Route, I immediately
said, “No.”
But she made some good arguments like “We get
to eat every hour” and “Quapaw Spa does massage.”
She was playing to my weaknesses. So I downed three
glasses of pinot grigio and texted her, “Yes.”
The next morning, I did the most L.A. thing you
could imagine — I joined a spin studio. Ratio Cycling
has fancy Stages SC3 bikes, and the staff makes you
believe you got this, girl. I felt myself getting stronger
with every beat of Missy Elliott and every rotation of
the disco ball.
About a month before embarking on our trip, I
thought I should probably try riding, you know, an
actual bike on an actual road.
I found a 49cm 1980s Nishiki at Adopt-a-Bike,
a local shop that takes in wayward bikes and
reconditions them. I climbed atop this cherryred, skinny-tired giant and headed out on a quiet
residential street for a test spin. I realized I couldn’t
make turns. Also, I didn’t know how to get off. The
result: panic. And crashing. Nevertheless, I took my
busted pedicure (yes, flip-flops were involved) back to
Adopt-a-Bike, handed over my 300 bucks, and hobbled
away with the knowledge that one can, in fact, forget
how to ride a bike.
Not to be thwarted, I ignored thoughts of gravity
and focused on teaching myself to clip in with
YouTube videos. Eventually, I had to clip in for real.
In the process, my husband-turned-coach was by my
side, literally. Every time I was about to go down, I’d
reflexively grab his thick brown hair for dear life. As
if that were the most stable part of him to cling to.
After a week, his head pain subsided and I (barely)
got the hang of it.
Then, before I knew it, I was dropped in the
cold, wet pastureland of Nowhere, Arkansas, on a
borrowed brand-new Trek Checkpoint ALR 4 (thanks,
Mr. Thalheimer and Trek Bicycle Little Rock!). I
pushed off down the narrow country road, awkwardly
schlepping panniers for the first time and adjusting to
complete immersion in the natural world. There was
no turning back.

ELLEE AND ALY’S

HIGH SCHOOL REUNION

An initial highlight was being chased
by a dog the size of a pony. I heard its
ragged breath as I “sprinted” away.
Luckily the pooch just wanted to herd
us away, not sink its canines into my
calf. It was one of numerous untethered
“yard dogs.” By the last day, we had beef
jerky on hand in an homage to favorite
scenes from ’80s movies. Think robbers
breaking into Beverly Hills mansions
throwing raw steaks at the Dobermans.
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Another highlight was riding the
six inches of shoulder on Highway
7 with every semitruck traveling
between Hot Springs and Little Rock
rocketing past. “You only need as
much road as your bike tires need,”
I repeated to myself, though I didn’t
actually know it to be true. The
mantra carried me through somehow.
The crowning highlight (there were
so many to choose from) might be

the bear scat in the middle of the dirt
roads. Now, there are “bears” in West
Hollywood (ahem), but certainly not
the actual fang-and-claw bears deep like
those in the Ouachita National Forest.
So, when I had to tinkle, I forced Ellee to
watch — straight on — to guard against
any covert bear attacks. I assume this
was a highlight for her as well.
Then came my maiden journey on
gravel. I fell almost immediately. It was
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The best
part? I got
to steal my
oldest friend
away for
three days of
uninterrupted
adventure.
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and helped them fix their busted chain.
Afterward, we danced victory salsa in an
empty parking lot.
The best part? I got to steal my
oldest friend away for three days of
uninterrupted adventure. We pressed
pause on our very different and busy
lives to do this ride, however terrifying.
We stayed up way too late laughing and
sharing secrets in the dark, just like when
we were eight. That was what the trip was
all about.
My first night back in California, I
lounged on my fluffy bed and savored
the downy softness. A silky robe covered
my scrapes and bruises. Yet, against all
conscious reason and desire, I found my
mind going over a mental map of L.A.
Where could I practice gravel for my next
trip? All this time, I’ve assumed that all
you bikey people are a little insane. I guess
I might be a little, too. Don’t tell Ellee.
Aly Schwarz is a freelance event producer and part-time
performer in L.A. Her greatest joy is making people
laugh. Hence agreeing to do this cycling trip with Ellee.

DENNIS COELLO

more of a slide into a ditch. Very graceful,
yet painful. All my weight landed on my
left knee and elbow. When Ellee had
mentioned gravel, I’d envisioned a dirt
country road with the occasional pebble.
Wrong! These rocks were Satan’s children
just waiting to take me down. I tried to
make friends with the gravel, staying loose
and breathing slowly. I tried to dominate
the gravel, but I was outmatched.
On my second fall, I slammed down on
the exact same spots, opening my knee
wounds down to my ankle and sending my
elbow muscles into a spasm. After we got
through that section, Ellee declared gravel
riding “unsafe for our party” and rerouted
the trip. Good thing! I was ready to huck
the bloody bike off a cliff. But I have 12
miles of gravel under my belt — the last 12.
On the upside, we met church people
along the way who let us use an actual
toilet (amen) and hang out in their field
alive with dragonflies. At the Avenue
Restaurant in Hot Springs, we dined on
perfectly grilled watermelon and steak. On
a sleepy Sunday in Mount Ida, we crossed
paths with two mountain biker dudes
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AFTER YEARS OF GOING IT
ALONE, CAN A COUPLE ADJUST
TO THE IN-BETWEEN STYLE OF
SELF-GUIDED TOURING?

story by Molly Brewer Hoeg • photos by Rich Hoeg
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“Y

OU WON’T MEET ANYONE FROM
OUR TOUR COMPANY.” The words

were as welcome as they were startling.
Jet lagged and exhausted, we had just checked
into the hotel in Tromsø arranged by Discover
Norway. The clerk handed us a thick packet
containing all the maps, directions, lodging
and meal arrangements, vouchers, and scenic
recommendations we would need for two weeks
of cycling. The very epitome of “self-guided.” It
was exactly what we’d signed up for.
From our very first tour, we’ve always planned
and executed our own bike trips. For six years,
my husband Rich and I have spent an average of
one month a year on our bikes. Rich takes great
pride in scoping the routes and researching the
road conditions. We travel semi-self-supported,
carrying camping equipment but splitting
our lodgings among tents, modest motels, and
Warmshowers hosts. And, to lighten our load, we
don’t cook. We depend on restaurants and food
shops for our meals. We’re totally independent.
So what were we doing handing over the reins
to a tour company?
Although we had shipped our bicycles and
cycled in Scotland on our own, Arctic Norway
felt like a different animal. A limited cycling
season and scarce lodgings prompted us to
consider getting help. To let someone else do the
planning, booking, bike rental, and even schlep
a suitcase for us. After careful research, we put
our fate in the hands of Discover Norway for two
back-to-back tours in the Arctic coastal islands
totaling two weeks. And crossed our fingers.
Putting foot to the pedal on our rental bikes
the next morning felt very familiar. We left on
our own schedule, set our own pace, and lingered
whenever we liked. The route perfectly matched
our preferred mode of cycle touring — quiet
rural roads, clinging to the coastline, traversing
vast unpopulated stretches. Having well-written
directions with accurate mileages gave us the
freedom to ogle the craggy mountains and
narrow fjords and drink in the brilliant sunshine
en route, carefree.
Nearing the remote island with our lodging for
the night presented the first of many surprises.
What would this place be like? We arrived to find
a sprawling campus with modern Scandinavian
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For bike travelers accustomed to making it up as they go along, switching to a planned
itinerary on a self-guided tour feels like a big change. But since the tour operator is very much
in the background, there’s still plenty of freedom to stop at random sites along the way.
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Norway’s big vistas deliver breathtaking views, but a short sunny season can create logistical challenges.

We soon discovered
that our style differed
significantly from that
of the other cyclists.
We often saw them
arriving at breakfast
when we were setting
off. We preferred
to keep a steady
pace throughout the
day and finish midafternoon to relax at
our destination ... That
was the beauty of this
tour — it was not a
group adventure.
34
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hotel rooms, cabins, restaurant, bar,
and café nestled around a quiet harbor.
Impressed, Rich stepped up to the front
desk. “We’d like to check in. We’re with
Discover Norway.” That’s all it took.
“Welcome! Here’s your room key,
and your bags are right over there.
Now what time would you like to have
dinner?” The magical arrangements
liberated us from spending time
researching restaurants and planning
our next day’s route.
Freshly showered and exploring our
surroundings, we could only wonder —
who else is on this tour? We eyeballed
other guests, trying to spot cyclists.
In time a young couple from Zurich
arrived. Boldly approaching them, I
introduced myself and confirmed that
they too were with Discover Norway.
It took a little more sleuthing to
determine that this was the extent of
our tour group.
Dinner too was an ongoing mystery.
That night, we sat on our own and the
three-course meal came to us without

preamble. Eyeing the slender slices of
duck adorned with slivers of carrots
and a light sauce for our appetizer, I
wondered what would follow for dinner.
I soon learned that fish was always a
good guess, much to my delight. I would
glance at Rich, a devoted meat eater, to
see how he reacted. But even he enjoyed
the fresh, mild-flavored fruits of the sea.
After a day of cycling, everything tastes
good. Sometimes we were given menus
to make our own selections. We never
knew ahead of time what was in store,
yet it never disappointed.
Early risers, our usual practice is to
ride at daybreak and then stop for a
big breakfast and a rest 20 miles into
the day. But breakfast was part of our
package and typically wasn’t served
before 8:00 am. Because we didn’t have
to worry about beating the heat in the
Norwegian Arctic, we had a guilt-free
excuse to sleep in and quickly adjusted
to a new routine.
Arriving at the breakfast buffet
each morning, we’d find an array of

Lots of fjords and coastline means ferry rides, and with preplanned ferry reservations on an operator-led trip, spontaneity was limited.

sliced meats, cheeses, and fish, relishes,
jams, and fresh bread along with eggs,
cereal, and some fresh fruit. Although
our American tastes favored the latter
offerings, the Scandinavian fare made
perfect lunch pickings. Each day our
tour instructions included making
a packed lunch from the breakfast
buffet. At first I couldn’t get over the
feeling that I was stealing as I made my
sandwich and carried it off. However,
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my self-imposed guilt was quickly
assuaged by the freedom the picnic
lunches gave us, especially when I
noted the scarcity of towns and supplies
along the way.
We soon discovered that our style
differed significantly from that of the
other cyclists. We often saw them
arriving at breakfast when we were
setting off. We preferred to keep a
steady pace throughout the day and

finish mid-afternoon to relax at our
destination. They found more places
to stop during the day and took more
detours to extend the daily 40-mile
maximum distance and arrive near
dinnertime. That was the beauty of this
tour — it was not a group adventure.
With prearranged accommodations
and baggage transfer, our daily itinerary
was set. Although we prefer to cycle
tour off-season, when we can wing it
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Above: The Arctic Race of
Norway provided excellent
entertainment as it whizzed
by the tour route.
Left: Luggage transfer is a
huge benefit of self-guided
support, even if you still
err on the side of being
prepared on the road.
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each day and find food and lodging
on the fly, we were used to these
limitations when we prebooked our
own tours in prime season.
Ferries between islands did
periodically constrain our schedule
as we had to collect our bags to
transfer them on and off the boat at
set times. Finding ourselves in the
beautiful seaside resort of Hamn, our
traveling companions longed to delay
their morning departure to spend
time hiking and kayaking. They were
stymied by having to catch an early
ferry, and it was too late to alter the
arrangements.
The ferry dilemma did have a
solution. Had we been carrying all our
own gear, we could have chosen our
own ferry times. In fact, as we were
used to traveling self-contained, we did
inquire about opting to do that for a
reduced fee. We weren’t surprised when
the price was fixed, so we chose to take
advantage of being able to travel with
more worldly goods. In reality, we didn’t
really leverage that while riding.
“What’s with the bulging panniers?
Aren’t you on a supported tour?” our
son asked, seeing photos that we
posted. We admitted to carrying all our
foul-weather gear and extra layers for
warmth with us each day, in the event
of bad weather. Old habits die hard.
We still went on the wear-one/washone principle of bike touring, and the
amount of clothing we extracted from
our suitcases each night was minimal.
But the extra civilian clothes came in
handy when we spent an additional
week off the bikes at the end of our trip.
Lest I paint a picture of perfect
harmony on this tour, I must be honest
and admit that Rich and I face our own
differences when cycle touring. Always
the marathoner, I typically push for
more — farther, faster, hillier. Rich
prefers moderation. On rest days, I
find day trips to cycle. Rich rests. The
optional routes in our itinerary nicely
accommodated this disparity when we
spent two nights in one spot. I could
burn extra miles while he recharged
his batteries.
The rub came when Rich’s eyesight
troubles flared up and he sensibly
opted for a long ferry ride one day. The
idea of skipping most of the cycling
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Comfy, safe
riding position
with a great view
(and no pain).

Patented drive
system featuring the
best of traditional
road bike technology.

Rack options for
hauling gear.

Climb fast
with front
wheel drive.
Cushy suspension for
variable surfaces.

THE ULTIMATE
TOURING BIKE

Folding frame packs
down for travel.

Adventure Cyclist readers save $100 on bikes
at cruzbike.com with code ADVENTURE
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route rankled me. It wasn’t in my
vocabulary. At the mere suggestion
that I cycle on my own, Rich
squelched the thought. “You can’t fix a
flat tire,” he said. It’s true, I’m hopeless
with bicycle maintenance. He’s my
mechanic. Absent any SAG wagon
service on this tour, traveling alone
was risky. It was one thing to day
trip alone, quite another to venture
unaccompanied in remote areas to a
new destination.
Salvation came with breakfast. I
shared our plans for the day with the
couple from Zurich while scooping up
muesli and slicing fresh, warm bread.
“We’re going to do the full 75-mile
route with the scenic detour,” they
told me. My mind raced and my heart
leapt. “Would you mind if I cycled
with you?” I asked, holding my breath.
What else could they say? “Not at
all,” came the reply. That’s all it took.
I had my day of extensive cycling
on the remote edges of the coast,
and Rich could rest easy knowing I’d
have help if I needed it. It remains
one of my favorite days of the tour,
including the long afternoon stop at
a coffee shop to sit in the sun over
a latté and decadent chocolate torte
next to the fishing harbor.
We reached Rich’s ferry landing
just as the ship hove into view. It
was time to say goodbye to our
companions as that was the end of the
“Arctic Coast Cycling” tour. Our next
tour started right there with a short
four-mile ride to our lodgings in the
famed Lofoten Islands.
Up to this point, we had covered
unpopulated wilderness, but now
we were about to traverse one of the
most popular tourist areas in Norway.
We could have taken a variety of
routes through the northern section,
and we quickly appreciated the
expertise of Discover Norway in
picking the best itinerary for scenery,
availability of lodging, and ease of

NUTS & BOLTS

self-guided tour
SERVICES PROVIDED
• Lodging each night
• Breakfast, self-packed lunch,
and most dinners
• Bike rental with helmet, lock,
and repair kit (optional)
• Route planning with detailed
itineraries, maps, and optional
detours or shortcuts
• Sightseeing suggestions
• Recommended equipment and
packing list
• Tour advice including general
weather, road conditions, and
local customs
• Ferry arrangements (fees paid
upon arrival)

• Daily transport for one suitcase
per person
• Tour operator phone number for
questions or issues while on tour
• Shipping our bikes back to the
shop at the start (optional)
• Additional ferry and hotel
arrangements following the bike
tour (optional)
WHAT IT DID NOT INCLUDE
• Support during the trip for
repairs or a SAG wagon
MORE INFORMATION
• discover-norway.no/english

Quiet roads and rural
scenes characterize riding
in many parts of Norway,
though more touristy areas
like the Lofoten Islands
have increased traffic and
the potential for fewer
available lodging options.
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cycling. Moving south on “Bike the
Amazing Lofoten Isles” tour, we knew
we would encounter much more
traffic, tighter lodging availability, and
a greater density of tourists. We were
counting on our silent tour operator to
guide us through that maze.
That night we were introduced
to rorbu. We had been well prepped
regarding these fishermen’s cottages,
unique to this area, that now house
tourists. Expecting rustic old structures,
we were surprised to find rows of new
custom-built cottages served by a
central lodge restaurant. Modern times
had borrowed the concept, but we
would later stay in original fishermen’s
quarters remodeled for guests. Our
small cabin had two spartan bedrooms
up ladderlike steps, under the eaves and
above the shared common area with
modest kitchen facilities.
At breakfast the next morning, we
spied our new tour mates. Dubbed
“the Four Ladies” by their friends,
these women have been doing bicycle
tours together for years. And at ages
ranging from 67–85, they had plenty of
experience between them! They were
in a cottage just down the row from us,
which explained why we had a whole
rorbu to ourselves. Had there been two
more cyclists, no doubt we would have
shared our accommodations with them.
By this time, the unknowns
about our lodgings had melted into
delightful anticipation. Clearly
Discover Norway treated us to far
superior accommodations than what
we normally select for ourselves, and
we willingly accepted the pampering.
On this second tour, our lodgings often
set aside a table for our whole group
at dinner. We had lively meals sharing
experiences and getting to know our
fellow cyclists. And we rather enjoyed
the mix — company and camaraderie
some nights, time to ourselves others.
We also thoroughly trusted the
route planning. There is one main
road through the Lofoten Islands
often populated with RVs, and our
itinerary kept us off that thoroughfare
whenever possible. I doubt we would
have found the bicycle ferry on our
own. Cycling down a side street to
an obscure dock, we found the small
wooden fishing trawler with its two
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Converts to self-guided touring? There’s only one way to find out.

crew members. Lashing our bikes to
the front deck, we awaited the Four
Ladies and set off for the next island.
I hadn’t anticipated bouncing through
rough open water, which triggered my
queasy innards, and I traded knowing
glances with one of the Ladies who
shared my fate. But the captain’s
sympathetic bear hug at the end of the
voyage, along with the historic fishing
village at our destination, did much to
restore my spirits. It still beat cycling
the busy highway.
Entering the town of Reine, we
passed the spot voted the most scenic
view in Norway. I couldn’t argue with
its claim, and I relished the confidence
of arriving with secure reservations at
a prime spot on the water overlooking
the same mountains. We had been
granted two nights in this town, a
choice we heartily endorsed and
put to good use by consulting the
tour recommendations. I booked a

kayak tour while Rich laid plans to
photograph cyclists in the Arctic Race
of Norway, which happened to be
passing by the next day.
Just one day away from the finale
of our trip, we celebrated the success
of this self-guided experiment. Rich
had happily relinquished control and
responsibility of tour planning, and
we didn’t give up any independence in
cycling. Our rented Merida 27-speed
touring bikes performed admirably,
and being able to ship them back to
Tromsø via the coastal ferry allowed
a one-way trip. Still relishing the
upscale food and lodgings in choice
locations, I knew I might have to do
some convincing to get Rich to plan
our next cycling tour.
Molly Brewer Hoeg is a freelance writer from
Duluth, Minnesota. She blogs about their travels
enroute on superiorfootprints.org, and is currently
writing a book about the ups and downs of marriage
at 12 mph.
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Illustration by Daniel Mrgan

Dear Fellow Members,
Thank you for paving the way for another successful year of bicycle travel accomplishments
and transformation! It has been a whirlwind first year as Board President, but I am looking
forward to all 2020 has in store for us.
Before we ride into the new year together, I’d like to invite you to look at the following page and
reflect on some of the great accomplishments your support made possible in 2019. But keep in
mind, our accomplishments won’t end here. With our strategic plan and leadership from our new
Executive Director, Scott Pankratz, we are excited to see our efforts unfold into the future and
continue propelling the success of Adventure Cycling forward! Read more about our strategic
plan here: adventurecycling.org/about-us/strategic-plan.
On a sad note, Adventure Cycling lost one of its biggest cheerleaders early in 2020. Wally
Werner was a bicycle traveler, tour leader, Life Member, and served on the Board of Directors.
Wally was Board President from 2013 to 2019, and our impressive accomplishments in 2019 are
a reflection of the leadership he provided to Adventure Cycling. Wally advocated fiercely for our
mission of self-empowerment and self-discovery through bicycle travel. He walked that talk by
leading 72 tours, including 52 introductory classes and leadership training sessions.
You can read more about Wally in this month’s Open Road Gallery.
We are most proud that we had the opportunity to provide bike travel inspiration, resources, and
experiences to so many people like you. Thank you for your support, which has made all of the
advances in bicycle travel possible and enables us to continue enriching lives and communities.

Joyce E. Casey
President, Adventure Cycling Board of Directors
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Inset photos courtesy of (from left to right): David Dalziel, Claire Mitchell, Sandra Corso, Saara Snow

2019

41,167
_____
print, digital, and app
maps went out to
inspired cyclists

in numbers
54,776
new 11
states
14,070 6,400
_____
_____
members
miles _____
111 new
of total U.S. Bicycle
Routes in 27 states from
Washington to West
Virginia

Missouri and Florida
State Parks adopted a
no-turn-away policy,
bringing the total to

joined the biggest bike
travel community in the U.S.

_____

_____

Life Members
in it for the long haul

$1,000,000+
donated

_____
Times
104 tours 3,700+
_____
_____ 506,042
for better bike travel by
passionate members!

782 copies

_____

sold of our most popular
physical map: Great
Divide Section 1

48 countries
are home to Adventure
Cycling Members,
including South Africa,
Russia, and
New Zealand
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bicycles carried by
Amtrak to where you want
to ride. Multimodal travel
for the win!

Bicycle Route
Navigator was installed
on iPhones

in 41 states, 4 Canadian
provinces, and Puerto Rico

miles

ridden collectively
by Bike Travel
Weekend
participants
during the first
weekend of June

Total
Revenue:
$6,640,433

Total
Expenses:
$6,460,657

NET REVENUE: $179,766
REVENUE

Membership: 44%
Donations/grants: 33%
Advertising: 9%
Tours (Net): 9%
Merch (Net): 4%
Other: 1%
EXPENSES

Program Services: 88%
Development: 7%
Administration: 5%
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“I want my future role in outdoor leadership to involve
reaching out to people who otherwise wouldn’t have
heard of bike travel or wouldn’t be able to afford to do
something like that. It would be my dream to educate
underrepresented populations in cycling about outdoor
skills, take them out on rides, and help them access the
gear they would need to see the bicycle’s full potential.”
— Ana Fajardo, Greg Siple Award winner from Gainesville, Florida

“I volunteer throughout the year to ride tandem around the
neighborhood with the students who are visually impaired.
On one of the rides, we were going down the hill and one of
the students joyfully screamed and threw her head back as
if she was going down a roller coaster. She couldn’t see
where we were going, but she could feel the thrill.”
— Briana Cohen, Greg Siple Award winner from Austin, Texas
Visit adventurecycling.org/members/news/bike-travel-for-the-blind to read more about Briana’s project.
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You Inspire. You Empower.
You Connect.
THE PLACES WE GO
n West Virginia says “yes” to the USBRS! It became the newest state with a U.S Bicycle Route
when it designated USBR 50, connecting to Pennsylvania and Ohio’s USBR 50. Georgia and Maine also
designated routes for a total of 533 new route miles!
n Ever wonder how an Adventure Cycling route comes to fruition? We start with you!
Member John Egan scouted a route through South Dakota and submitted a formal proposal to our
cartography team. He wasn’t the only member who found cycling gold in the Black Hills. Tour participants,
leaders, and other members raved about the stark beauty of the Badlands and tranquility of the Land
of 10,000 Lakes. Senior Cartographer Nathan Taylor hit the road in June to gather data, then he spent
the winter creating the Parks, Peaks, and Prairies Bicycle Route. Look for it online in Cyclosource next
month! Do you have a route idea? Email our cartography team at cartography@adventurecycling.org.

THE THINGS WE ACHIEVE
n The future of bicycle travel is bright! You helped young adults get in the saddle and out on the
road through the Greg Siple Award. In exchange for gear and skills classes, the winners perform an
outreach project that will inspire youth and/or young adults in marginalized communities to travel by bike.
n Your safety on the road is the most important issue we can advocate for. In a recent
member survey, 73% of respondents said they had encountered unsafe rumble strips all across the
U.S.! With your support, we developed a model rumble strip policy. Now we can partner with local
advocacy groups and use this tool to work for rumble strips that benefit both motorists and cyclists!
n Celebrate your foresight if you joined the Life Member Program 30 years ago! Since
that first year, over 2,500 members have contributed over $2,000,000 to create long-term support
for the organization.

THE PEOPLE WE MEET
n Over 14,500 cyclists travel through state, national, city, and county parks on Bike Your
Park Day. Almost 300 rides included a service project for National Public Lands Day. Some rides
check off multiple parks in a single day.
n We connected with members in 46 cities by sharing the latest bike travel news and
stories at regional gatherings. You gave us feedback on the new strategic directions for Adventure
Cycling and shared your ideas for how we can grow and become a more connected bicycle travel
community. To find out where we’ll be next, go to our events calendar at adventurecycling.org/members.
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Adventure Cycling mem bers, volunteers, donors, sponsors, an d grantors
We are grateful for you and what you make possible. Here is just a short list of all who
contributed from January 1, 2019, through December 31, 2019.
n

THOMAS STEVENS SOCIETY:

$10,000+> David Clement & Elizabeth Weiss, Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund, Bill Harlan, Susan & Stephen Immelt, Mark Makulinski, Peter McKenney,
Tom Middaugh, Victor Mollozzi, National Philanthropic Trust, Carole Pirruccello, Arnold Schaeffer & Deborah Chandler, Schwab Charitable Fund,
Silicon Valley Community Foundation, Frederick Stanton III, Pierre Swick, Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, Vanguard
Charitable, Sid Voss, Ken Yu, Anonymous (6)
$5,000–$9,999> Terry Brandt, Nard Claar, Anne & Ben Cowan, Rami Haddad, William & Leola Hanna, Dinesh Jain, Julia & Isabella King, Sam
Narten, Donna Sakson & Jonathan Mark, Jerry & Janet Zebrack, Anonymous (6)
$2,500–$4,999> Alan Cannon Family, Joyce Casey, Cleveland Foundation/Turtle Fund, Peter Conway, Damon Copeland, William & Christine
DeLoache, Alan Detwiler, Donald & Martha Dolben, Karen & Walter Donnelly, Scott & Ann Eddy, William F Hanna Trust, Fidelity Brokerage Services
LLC, Jerry French, Christian Fritze, Diane Houslanger, George Hutchinson, John Hancock Financial Services, Susan Kremer, Leola M Hanna Trust,
Arthur McMurdie, Michael Morency, Quality Bicycle Products, Melissa & David Norton, Janet Nybakke, Bedrock Sandals, Richard Piper, R.C. Baker
Foundation, Turner Ratrie, Catherine Ruhling, Larry Scott, Steven Seto, Fran Stagg, Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program, Mark Wasden &
Annelisa Blake-Wasden, Anonymous (4)
$1,000–$2,499> Heather Andersen, Chris Anderson, Sarah & David Apple, David Apple, Apple Matching Gifts Program, Shaylen Atma, River City
Bicycles, Nancy Barthelmess, David Black, Derek Blakeslee, Heidi Bloedel, Cross New Hampshire Adventure Trail, Peter Bower, BP Foundation,
Inc., Jim Calvert, Ciclismo Classico Bike Travel Film Fest, Judy Cochran, Matthew Cohn & Ellen Holverson, Todd Collart, Thomas Daniels, Datastax,
Inc., Hilary Davis, Lloyd Davis, Lloyd & Sally Davis, Terry Dial & Brooke Osborne, Henry duPont IV, Karl Eggers & Odile Ronat, Orlo Elfes, Morris
Erickson, Sally Fenton, Kevin Fink, Komoot GmBH, Fred & Pam Freed, Clay Frick, Rebecca Full, John Gardner, Elizabeth Gemmill, Joe Golden,
Bucky Green, Tom & Carol Handley, Charles & Carol Harmon, Ciclismo Classico, Mike & Jeanne Henry, Bank of America Charitable Gift Fund,
Pat & Renae Humphrey, Andrew Huppert Family, Julie Jennings, Richard Johnson, Charles Jordan III, Dawn Kabot, Jeffery Kadet & Helen Goh,
Richard Keir, John Keith, Andrew Kellum, Jacob & Angela Kirkman, Edward Kleinbard, Martin Lessner, John Linger, Bryan Lorber, Daniel Luciano,
Shelia Martin, Hugh McKinnon, Microsoft Matching Gifts Program, Evan Minard, Osprey Packs, Inc., Morgan Stanley Global Impac Funding Trust,
Laurie Mosier, Jim Musante, Stephen Newell, Nor Easter Foundation, John Overton Jr., Jenny Park & John Sweet, Timothy Petersen, Reuben &
Teresa Peterson, Jack Podoll, Steven & Jill Powell, Jennifer Pritzker, Gregg Reese & Jan Eyer, Gerald Reisz & Suellen Bowersock, Renaissance
Charitable Foundation, Inc., Janet Rose & Richard Bedal, Thomas Savarino, John Schaffers, George Scott, Thomas Scott, Janet SeGall, David
Shuey, Kent Smith, Jon Spallino, John Stolzenberg, Gregory & Leslie Stone, Sandra Sussman, Sean & Sandra Sweeney, Tawani Foundation,
The Boeing Company Gift Match, The Drollinger Family Charitable Foundation, tripsite.com, Steven & Carolyn Vonderfecht, Carol Waaser, Gary
Waterfield Family, Roy Weil & Mary Shaw, Wally Werner, Grace Williams & James York, Craig & Marianne Wilson, Alfred Yergey, Anonymous (15)
New Life Members> Scott Adams Sr., Robert Andeweg, David Bachim, Pranav Badheka, Austin Baskett, Laura Bennett & Ron Walters, Gary
Bezer & Lise Fleury, Gabe Black, Michael & Elaine Boaz, David Boslego, Van Brinkerhoff, Cecily Broomfield, Thomas & Jane Brown, Micah Chase,
Zhenhai & Yifeng Chen, Clarence Chenault, Richard Chinn, Bill & Lynea Clark, Donald Coggan, Christy Cowley, Gregory Crawford, Steve Dakin &
Margaret Tamisiea, David Decker, Lydia Dehn, Glenn Derussy & Deborah Metzger, John Deysher, Linda & Ernst Dow, Lindsay Drysdale, Richard
Evans, Rodney Farrier, Ted Forgeron, Keith Fowler, James Freeman, Steven Friedman Family, Ronald Goldman, John Gravois, Patrick Gross, David
Hamby, Dianna Hand, Kelly Hannegan, Moritz Hardt, Stuart & Sally Harper, Eric Hart, John Hartigan, John Hartog & Margaret Hand, Pamela
Haskins, Thomas Hässig, Remy & Joanna Hathaway, Andy & Judy Henry, Giselle Hicks & Bill Ross, Sue Hida & Jimmy Getz, Rebecca Hudson,
David Hughes, Dale Hutjens, Andrew Hyde, Mark Ishkanian, Shaun Ivory, Douglas Johnson & Theresa Hernandez, Karen & Harold Karabell, Barry &
Catherine Katz, Judie & Rick Keenan, Mark Kennet, Carole Kirk, Paul Kossa, Susen-Marie Ladd, Steve Langley, Dennis Lauder, Frank Lewis, Derek
Liecty, Deb & Jay Liggett, John Lips, Lorraine Lund, Dewayne Manson, William Melton, Scott Menges, Dan Mixer, Paul Morgen, Mike Morris, Robert
Niece, Marie Olson, Bob Parsons, Jay Pierson, Gaylord Plummer, Rachel Rockafellow, Peter Roos, Sandra Rosas, Edgar Rothschild, Roger Schwed,
George Scott, Thomas Scott, Vincent Seaman, Christian & Courtney Shaeffer, Adele & John Skolits, Timothy Smith & Andrea Wiggins, Ann Smith,
Christopher & Rachel Smith, Roger Smith, Price & Laurie Smith, Todd Souders, Debbie Southern & Betsy Pappas, John & Rosemary St Angelo,
Beverly Stewart, John Stimpson, Robert Stroheker & Betsy Thompson, John Supan, Thomas Taggart, John Taylor, David Walton, John White, Julie
White Family, Andrew Wildenberg, Frank Willkie, Marc Wills, Craig & Marianne Wilson, Christopher Wolpert, Niles Woods
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CORPORATE MEMBERS

Titanium> Bike Florida, Inc., Cruzbike, Komoot GmBH, SANS Meal Bar, Zevia, LLC
Gold> ABUS Mobile Security, Inc., Big Agnes, Inc., Bike-Dreams BV, BikeFlights.com, BikeTours.com, Blackburn, Burley Design, Cycle of Life
Adventures, Cycle Oregon, Cygolite - Lighting Systems, Ride the Rim, Discovery Bicycle Tours, Exodus Travels, ExperiencePlus! Bicycle Tours,
Gopher, HeartCycle Bicycle Touring Association, Lickton Cycle City, Noble Invention Bike Touring, Ortlieb USA LLC, Osprey Packs, Inc., Planet Bike,
Primal Wear, Quality Bicycle Products, Revelate Designs, Senior Cycling, Sunlite - J&B Importers, Inc., tripsite.com
Silver> Abrahamson & Uiterwyk Personal Injury Law, AlphaGraphics Missoula, Altor Locks, Anderson ZurMuehlen & Co. PC, Astral Cycling/Rolf
Prima, Better World Club, Ciclismo Classico, IMBA, Jones Bicycles, Joplin CVB, Light & Motion, Mirrycle Corporation, Oveja Negra LLC, Showers
Pass, Sinewave Cycles, Stan’s NoTubes, Surly Bikes, Swift Industries, TiGr Lock, WaterField Designs, Inc., Wheelhouse Community Bike Shop
Bronze> Ace the Himalaya, Arkel Inc, Art of Bicycle Trips, Arthritis Foundation, Baumgartner Law Firm, Bedrock Sandals, Cascadia Bicycle Tours,
Citywide Law Group, Clifford Law Offices, Club Ride, Crawford County Convention & Visitors Bureau, Cycle Adirondacks, Cycle Greater Yellowstone,
Dallas W. Hartman P.C. Attorneys at Law, Davis Injury Lawyers, PLLC, DC Cycling Concierge, Easy Rider Tours, FloraVelo LLC, Glotzer & Leib, LLP,
Great American Bike Tours, Hamilton County Tourism, Injury Trial Lawyers, APC, Lavent Law, Law Offices of John Rapillo, Lizard Head Cycling
Guides, Lorenz and Lorenz, L.L.P., Mirman, Markovits & Landau, P.C., Motel 6 Nationwide, Mulga Bicycle Tours, Point South KOA Campground,
Portland Design Works, Price Benowitz, Ridgeland Tourism Commission, Rocky Mountain Print Solutions, Rosenfeld Injury Lawyers LLC, Saris
Cycling Group, Sigma Sport USA, SlowCycle Tours, Spinlister.com, Staver Accident Injury Lawyers, P.C., Sutliff & Stout, Injury & Accident Law Firm,
TDA Global Cycling, Tenkara USA, Top Bike tours Portugal, Vietnam Bike Tours, Visit Mississippi, WomanTours Inc, Zavodnick/Zavodnick & Lasky
Grantors> Baltimore Bicycle Club, Channel Islands Bicycle Club, Climate Ride, Inc., Henry Family Foundation, Morgridge Family Foundation,
New Belgium Brewing, State Parks and Recreation Foundation of Arkansas, Stephen M. Seay Foundation, Inc., Travel Oregon
Legacy Society> Denise & Jim Badgley, Andrew Broan, Mike Broderick, Kenneth M. and Elizabeth A. Brown, Matthew Cohn & Mary Ellen
Holverson, Richard D. Collins, James Cossitt, Randy and Becky Cronk, David Fiedler, Dr. Murray Fishel, Tom & Carla Fortmann, Barbara Fulp,
Jennifer Garst & Steve Libbey, Jim & Wendy Homerosky, Gail Lowenstine Hubbell, Barry Kaiser, Micki Kemper, Ken & Patty McCaughey, Michael
Prest & Jeannie Prest, Steven Richards, Lynda Saul, John Scibek, Janet SeGall, Fran Stagg, Gail Rae VanSluys, Susan Wenberg, Keith Wetzel &
Suzanne Painter, Carol York & Pete Fotheringham, Anonymous (50)
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_____

“During the busy season, it’s a great way to get
out of the long car lines into Grand Canyon and see
not only the Grand Canyon but also parts of the
beautiful Kaibab National Forest.”

— Laura Chastin, Grand Canyon Village, Arizona,
after riding the Greenway Trail during Bike Your Park Day

Photo by Michael Clark

_____

ADVENTURECYCLING.ORG

“Our love of cycling and participation in
Adventure Cycling–led trips has allowed us to
experience parts of the world we would not
otherwise. We’ve met like-minded individuals
— many of which we remain in contact with.
Becoming Life Members of an organization that
has been part of our lives for so long, supports
our love of the outdoors, and encourages others
to do the same seemed like an appropriate step.”
— Life Member Barry Katz, Plantation, Florida
47

Thank You.
You make bike travel the best
way to see the world!

Donations from individuals, foundations, and businesses support routes and advocacy for bike travel, including new bike routes like the Arkansas High
Country Route, updates of routes and services information, and route extensions for existing routes like the Great Divide Mountain Bike Route, development
of the U.S. Bicycle Route System, the Greg Siple Award for Young Adult Bicycle Travel, advocacy for bike access on Amtrak and amenities in parks, better
conditions on roads and trails, a new safety initiative, and so much more. Adventure Cycling Association is a nonprofit charitable organization as qualified
under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. A full copy of the annual audit is available at adventurecycling.org/audit or by calling 800.755.2453.
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U.S. ENQUIRIES:
Lauren Lasky
lauren@spiceroads.com
+1 399 229 8392
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Road Test
RAWLAND ULV

TEST BIKE MEASUREMENTS

SPECIFICATIONS

Price: $3,250

• Stack: 630mm

Sizes available: S, M, L, XL

• Reach: 407mm

Size tested: XL

• Head tube length: 146mm

Weight: 26.2 lbs. (including rack,
no pedals)

• Head tube angle: 73°

• Frame: Triple-butted, heat-treated
Rawland STAAL 4130 chromoly,
rack and fender mounts, three bottle
mounts, replaceable dropouts, chain
hanger

• Seat tube length: 560mm
• Seat tube angle: 73°
• Top tube: 600mm (effective)
• Chainstays: 460mm

RAWLAND ULV
BY DAN MEYER

➺ Here in Montana, winter presents as

an endless block of cold, gray gloom,
with a reliable melt-freeze cycle that
enjoins one from riding any twowheeled device that doesn’t include
studded tires. When the sun does shine,
we Missoulians scurry out of our hovels
to blink and wonder at its pale yellow
majesty. Hyperbole? Maybe. But that’s
how it feels.
For those reasons, we don’t perform
many bike tests in Missoula in the
winter. (That’s what Patrick O’Grady,
in balmy Albuquerque, New Mexico, is
for.) But with autumn drawing to a close
last year, we gambled on taking in a
Rawland Ulv, a steel dropbar mountain
bike, for testing in our hometown. Was
it providence that I found plenty of
sunny, snowless days to put miles on
the Ulv, or just dumb luck?
The brand may be unfamiliar to
many readers, but Rawland has been
making steel bikes with room for big
rubber since its founding by Sean
and Anna Virnig in 2007. These days,
Rawland offers two bikes: the Ravn, an
“all-road enduro” (read: gravel bike);
and the Ulv, an “xc adventure” (read:
dropbar mountain bike). Just don’t call
it a super gravel bike. (Seriously, don’t.)
Dropbar mountain bikes are not
uncommon, but the Ulv has the special
sauce that sets it apart. The first clue
is the beefy segmented steel fork. It
means business, and it’s got the résumé
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• Fork: Rawland 4130 chromoly, low
trail, rack and fender mounts, triple
mounts, dynamo hub wiring ports

• Bottom bracket drop: 91mm

• Handlebar: Ritchey Comp Curve,
460mm

• Bottom bracket height: 277mm

• Stem: Ritchey Comp 4Axis, 60mm

• Fork Offset: 79mm

• Brake/shift levers: SRAM Rival 1

• Trail: 32mm

• Rear Derailer: SRAM Rival 1

• Wheelbase: 1106mm

• Brakes: Avid BB7 S Road

• Standover height: 840mm

• Rotors: SRAM CenterLine, 180mm

• Crankset: SRAM NX DUB Boost, 38T

GEARING RANGE

• Cassette: SRAM XG-1150, 10–42T,
11spd

10

110.9

• Chain: SRAM PC-1130

12

92.5

• Bottom bracket: SRAM DUB, threaded

14

79.1

• Seatpost: Ritchey Comp 2-bolt,
27.2mm

16

69.5

• Saddle: WTB SL8

18

61.6

21

52.8

24

46.1

28

39.7

32

34.7

36

30.9

• Tires: Maxxis Ardent Race, 29 x
2.35in., tubeless

42

26.3

• Extras: Raidoverks Rando rack

Contact: ride@rawlandcycles.com

• Hubs: Velocity, 148 x 12mm Boost rear,
100 x 12mm front, thru-axles
• Rims: Velocity Blunt SS, 32h, tubeless
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to back it up: fender mounts, two
sets of rack mounts, triple mounts,
internal routing for a dynamo hub,
and minimum 180mm brake rotor
compatibility. The dropouts are
lovely hooded things, housing thruaxles from Rawland’s Raidoverks
brand. It’s also a low-trail fork. More
on that later.
The frame is just as well
appointed, featuring mounts for
three bottle cages, fenders, and
a rear rack. The rear dropouts
(hooded, like the front) are
replaceable in case you tend to
bend and break things. Like on the
fork, the minimum brake rotor on
the frame is 180mm. There’s even
a chain hanger on the seatstay,
which is a clear sign that Sean and
Anna were paying attention when
designing this bike.
Curiously, the rear hub spacing
is 148mm Boost while the front is
standard 100mm. That may make
it slightly more difficult to find a
set of wheels, but the Boost rear
— in combination with Rawland’s
chainstay yoke — makes room for
big tires with plenty of clearance for
mud. The Ulv can run either 27.5 x
2.8in. tires or 29 x 2.3in. (as tested).
For a Taiwan-made steel bike
with a nice but not overly fancy
spec, and with big rubber to boot,
the Rawland is a flyweight at just a
tick over 26 pounds, including a rack
bolted up front. Aiding in the weight
savings is Rawland’s STAAL tubing,
which is triple butted to reduce
mass while maintaining strength.
The Ulv’s lack of heft is especially
noticeable when sprinting up a hill,
not to mention shouldering it up a
flight of stairs.
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• Headset: Tange Seiki Japan, needlebearing

38

I CHALLENGE YOU TO FIND
ANOTHER STEEL BIKE
WITH THE RAWLAND’S
CLEVER TOUCHES, LOW
WEIGHT, AND GOOD LOOKS
FOR A LOWER PRICE.
GO AHEAD. I’LL WAIT.
Also contributing to the Ulv’s
light weight are the Velocity wheels.
Featuring Velocity-branded hubs
and bladed spokes laced to wide
Blunt SS rims, the Velocity wheels
spun up quickly and kept their true
throughout the test period. They
also arrived set up tubeless, which is
always my preference.
Unlike other steel bikes I’ve swung
a leg over recently, the Ulv’s lightness
doesn’t manifest as springy compliance.
Instead, it’s pretty stiff. But whether
that stiffness comes as a direct result of
the frame’s tubing, the wider Boost rear
wheel (a wider hub makes for larger
spoke bracing angles, resulting in a
stiffer wheel), or both, who knows.
A little stiffness isn’t necessarily
a bad thing; it all depends on what
you’re looking for. If you want a soft,
supple Lazy Boy, this isn’t your bike.
But if you want something that that
rewards your hard pedaling with
instant power transfer, the Ulv could
be for you. More specifically, the
Rawland Ulv could be the ideal rig for
covering big distances on dirt roads as
quickly as possible. Rawland doesn’t
call it a race bike, but I’ll make an
educated guess that the Ulv would be a
mighty fine Tour Divide machine.
I didn’t race the Tour Divide on the
Ulv — lanterne rouge, anyone? — but
I did ride it on a mix of paved and
unpaved surfaces in western Montana,
as well as during a weeklong vacation
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in Oregon. That the Ulv felt at home
on dirt and gravel roads, rocky or
otherwise, didn’t surprise me. What
did surprise me was how efficient it
was on the macadam. I put down miles
just as quickly and comfortably on the
Rawland as I would have on my own
carbon gravel bike, and with 2.3in.
knobby tires no less.
The Ulv’s low-trail fork likely helps
the bike feel so good on the road.
(Trail is the horizontal measurement
of the distance between where the
front tire makes contact with the
ground and where an imaginary line
along the steering axis would meet
the ground.) Bikes with larger trail
numbers tend to feel more stable and
with slower steering, while bikes with
lower trail numbers feel nimbler and
have quicker steering. The purpose of a
low-trail fork is to make the bike handle
normally with a front load, since adding
weight to the front of any bike slows
its steering. The potential downside
of a low-trail fork is that, without a
load, the bike could feel twitchy and
unstable. I rode the Ulv both with and
without a load, and it was sharp without
feeling precarious. As a counterpoint
to the sharp steering, the Rawland’s
chainstays are a considerable 460mm,
giving the Ulv a nice long wheelbase
and stability at speed, not to mention
heel clearance with panniers.
I should note that the Ulv I tested
was a size too big (my own fault for
sending Rawland bad measurements),
but the only downside I noticed was the
high standover height. Otherwise, the
XL felt extra stable and extra planted,
and the huge front triangle had plenty
of room for two large water bottles and
a partial framebag.
In addition to the Velocity wheels,
I found the spec from Rawland to be
on point. My hands felt right at home
on the Ritchey handlebar, especially
in the 460mm width, the Avid BB7
brakes were strong and fuss-free, and
my hindquarters appreciated the
WTB SL8 saddle, even on long rides.
Unsurprisingly, the SRAM Rival 1
drivetrain shifted flawlessly. I think
it’s very nearly the perfect drivetrain
for a lot of different kinds of dropbar
riding, but the gear range is just a bit
too narrow for serious, fully loaded

touring. If SRAM were to build a road
1x shifter with a cable-pull ratio to
suit their Eagle derailers, I would hurl
money at them.
The big surprise was the tire spec.
I’m quite familiar with the Maxxis
Ardent, but I’d never tried the Ardent
Race, which has the same tread pattern
as the Ardent but with lower-profile
knobs. Fast and grippy in the dirt
and shockingly efficient on the road,
the Ardent Race is a fantastic mixedconditions tire.
Likewise, if you decide to pony up
for a Rawland, I recommend including
one of their Raidoverks racks. Rawland
sent a Rando rack along with the Ulv —
there’s also the larger Demiporteur rack
— and I found it to be solid, with good
attention to detail. I especially liked
the adjustable legs to accommodate
different forks and the concave washers
for the crown bolt.
It’s always difficult to judge a bike’s
value; what seems like a good deal to
you might be too expensive for me, or
vice versa. At $3,250, the Ulv doesn’t
come across as a bargain proposition.
A lot of the complete bike’s price
comes from the high-quality parts
bolted onto it. No single item is
exorbitantly priced, but it all adds
up. Should you want to build one up
yourself, a frameset goes for $950. It’s
a little high for a Taiwan-made frame,
but I challenge you to find another
steel bike with the Rawland’s clever
touches, low weight, and good looks
for a lower price. Go ahead. I’ll wait.
Testing the Ulv during the winter
kept me from taking it on any of
the classic Missoula gravel routes,
so the majority of my riding was on
pavement. It’s not my modus operandi
for bike reviews, but it did open my
eyes to the versatility inherent in
a dropbar mountain bike. With its
lightweight tubing and penchant for
going fast — not to mention capacity
for any kind of luggage — there’s no
reason at all the Ulv couldn’t serve as
both your dirt road bikepacking rig
and your on-road touring machine.
Just don’t call it super gravel.
Dan Meyer is the Deputy Editor of Adventure Cyclist.
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Adventure Cycling’s business partners play a significant role in the success of our
nonprofit organization. Our Corporate Membership Program is designed to spotlight
these key supporters. Corporate Members are companies that believe in what we do
and wish to provide additional assistance through a higher level of support. These
corporate membership funds go toward special projects and the creation of new
programs. To learn more about how your business can become a corporate supporter
of Adventure Cycling, go to adventurecycling.org/corporate or call 800.755.2453.
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by Dan Meyer, Ally Mabry, and Berne Broudy

GEARED UP
Pearl Izumi Women’s PRO Barrier Jacket, $165

I can never decide whether to bring a rain jacket on bike rides
because most of them make me sweat so badly that it’s nearly
the same as getting soaked by a storm. But Pearl Izumi’s stretchy,
form-fitting PRO Barrier Jacket is made from water-repelling
fabric over a sweat-permeable membrane. It sheds rain in all but
the most severe storms, and it’s extra breathable so the sweat
can escape and keep me from overheating. I reach for this jacket
whenever I want to pack light. It’s super minimalist without
pockets or Velcro on the cuffs, but it has smart features like
gripper silicone on the back hem to keep it in place and formfitting welded cuffs. The jacket fits snugly, closing with a two-way
zipper that’s heavy enough that it won’t blow out when you move
or stretch. When the clouds part and I peel it off, the PRO Barrier
rolls to the size of a banana and easily stuffs into a jersey pocket.
Gray isn’t the best color for a jacket made for stormy weather, but
this one has reflective hits on the back to make you visible to cars.
I’ve worn the PRO Barrier Jacket all year round, most recently
Nordic skiing and fat biking on warmer days. –BB

Sierra Designs Flex Lumbar Pack 7–10L, $75

I’m no stranger to fanny pack bike touring life. When
locking your bike to run into a store, it’s nice to know
that your most important possessions are conveniently
attached to your hip. This pack took those conveniences
to an entirely new level. It comes in two sizes, 3–6L and
7–10L. The latter might sound massive for a hip pack,
and it is. For 10 days straight, I stuffed the following
into this pack: my lunch, a long-sleeve shirt, a book,
silverware, my wallet, charging cables, emergency
snacks, a U-lock, a small journal, and sunglasses. I also
squeezed a full water bottle in one stretch mesh pocket
and a 1L coconut water in the other. Past hip packs have
put uncomfortable pressure on my lower back, but the
large surface area and wide belts of this one distribute
weight evenly. “Fanny pack” doesn’t really do the Sierra
Designs Flex Lumbar Pack justice; made of 100D NylonPoly Ripstop fabric with a thickly padded hip belt and
two smartly placed compression straps, it feels more like
a small technical backpack. It’s impressively comfortable
to wear, and I often forgot I had it on. –AM
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Thule RoundTrip Bike Duffel, $120

I ride every day that I can, and while I wish all those
rides were multiday, self-supported epics, most of the
time I’m commuting, running errands, sneaking
in a ride between other obligations, or doing day
trips. I’ve come to rely on Thule’s RoundTrip
Bike Duffel to keep me organized and ensure
I don’t forget my shoes, helmet, shades, or
any other critical gear. The 55L bag’s main
compartment holds a matrix of organization
pockets, as well as a specific spot to store
your helmet and a tarpaulin shoe pocket to
keep grime from soiling your clothes and
other gear. Another wet/dry pocket holds
stinky, sweaty gear apart from the rest of the
bag’s contents until you can wash it. Two side
pockets organize tools and nutrition. With the bag
unzipped, it’s easy to see what gear might be missing. I
keep the bag packed in my mudroom so I can grab it and
go for an impromptu pedal or toss it in my trunk for an
after-work adventure. –BB

North St. Bags Micro Panniers, $100 each

Made of feathery, waterproof X-Pac material with a
single zip pocket and a rolltop closure, the North St.
Bags Micro Panniers are simple, lightweight carriers
for minimalist bike travelers. They’re on the small side
at 12L each, but they weigh less than a pound apiece.
The attachment system — hooks and an adjustable
bungee — is likewise simple and effective. The rolltop
closure always kept my stuff clean and dry, but I wish it
was a little longer so you could get a few more rolls for
extra security.
The Micro Panniers fit perfectly on my Tubus racks,
but others, especially aluminum racks with largerdiameter rails, could present a problem. I bent the upper
hooks a little to get the panniers on a Specialized Pizza
Rack, but it wasn’t a great fit. Also, take care adjusting
the bungee. While lengthening the bungee to fit another
rack, my fists of ham broke the hardware. Turns out
there are little hooks to keep the bungee from slipping,
and you have to finesse them in order to adjust it. Lesson
learned. (North St. Bags kindly replaced the hardware,
and I was able to continue testing the panniers without
further issue.) Finally, at $100 each, the Micro Panniers
are a bit spendier than similar panniers from the major
brands, but they’re handmade in Portland, Oregon,
and from my experience they seem more than durable
enough to handle the rigors of touring. –DM
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GERMAN
PRECISION,
Seattle
service
Ortlieb’s famed
waterproof
bags reach U.S.
customers through
the country’s
rainiest corner

story by Dan D’Ambrosio
Photos by rachel stevens
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Jeff
Scully, president

of Ortlieb USA, saw his first pair of
the iconic German panniers in 1994,
when he was head of marketing for
Raleigh Bicycles in Seattle, where he
still lives. A woman who worked for
Scully in the marketing department,
Amy Poffenberger, showed up to work
one day after a holiday break with a
pair of Ortlieb Back-Roller Classics in
forest green.
“She walked in and my head
exploded,” Scully remembered. “I’d
never seen anything like it, and I’d
grown up in bike shops.”
The forest green Back-Rollers had
followed a circuitous path to Scully’s
office in Seattle. The journey began 12
years earlier, in 1982, when an 18-yearold man named Hartmut Ortlieb started
the company in his mother’s home in
Nuremberg, Germany.
Ortlieb, now 56 years old, had
decided to go cycle touring in the
south of England and found himself
besieged with rain — not an uncommon
experience for cyclists in the U.K.
“He was cycling along like a drowned
rat, everything was soaked, and ripping
by him were lorries with their loads
covered with waterproof tarps,” Scully
said. “His big idea was waterproof
bicycle bags.”
Returning home to Nuremberg,
Ortlieb began sewing panniers out of
waterproof fabric. That initial effort
morphed into the superior technique
of welded, watertight bags — the
Ortlieb bags of today. Hartmut had to
create a lot of technologies early on,
Scully said, to achieve what he wanted
to do, technologies that many other
companies have adopted.
Scully explained that there were
no machines at the time that could
do three-dimensional welding of
waterproof fabrics.
“Radio-frequency welding machines
behaved like a big sewing machine,”
Scully said. “Two pieces overlap and you
put an electrode down the seam and
run the fabric through it. Hartmut had
to create a way to make smaller, more
complex three-dimensional shapes that
could be welded very quickly.”
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At the same time he was developing
welding machines that could handle
the production of his bags, Ortlieb
was working with fabric companies
to develop lightweight, watertight,
weldable material so his bags wouldn’t
be too heavy.
Scully said Ortlieb, a self-taught
engineer, has many patents, which the
company guards jealously.
“He’s one of the most brilliant
people I’ve ever met,” Scully said. “He’s
a crazy, passionate, wild genius who
can be infuriating to work with at times
because of his single-mindedness. The
gears are always grinding, but he is
truly brilliant. He just figures stuff out.”
Ortlieb got his start in Nuremberg,
and the company still sells 60 percent
of its product in Germany. By the early
1990s, Ortlieb was beginning to look
beyond the borders of its home country,

Not exactly high visibility, but
serendipity has a way of asserting
itself at moments like this one. As
it happened, a buyer for Gregg’s
Greenlake Cycle in Seattle named Matt
Van Enkevort was walking the show.
Van Enkevort was also into climbing, so
he stopped into the Petzl booth, where
he spotted the bike with the weird bags
hanging out in the back of the booth.
Van Enkevort placed an order for
about $1,000 worth of the bags, most
of which were bought by employees
at Gregg’s Greenlake, including Amy
Poffenberger’s husband, who was the
service manager at the time. Scully calls
Van Enkevort by his nickname, Matt V.
“I give Matt V. a lot of credit every
time I see him,” Scully said.
At the time he saw the forest green
Ortliebs that blew his mind, Scully
was not happy with the direction

Jeff Scully (left) and the team at Ortlieb USA have been importing the famous waterproof bags from Germany
since the 1990s.

especially to the rest of western Europe
and the U.S.
With that in mind, Ortlieb jumped at
the chance to have his bags displayed
at a bicycle trade show in Salt Lake
City in the Petzl booth, the French
manufacturer of climbing gear and
headlamps. Ortlieb had met the Petzl
representative at an international trade
show in Europe, and he agreed to take
along a few panniers to Utah.
“They hooked them on somebody’s
bike and put them at the back of the
booth,” Scully said.

Raleigh was taking in the U.S. He was
thinking about leaving anyway, and
now he saw his opportunity. Scully
started his own import company, at
first bringing in Sigg bottles from
Switzerland and a bike lift developed
by a German company for BMW,
which would pick your bike up and
put it on the roof of your car without
you lifting a finger.
Eventually Scully parted ways with
both of those companies and was
casting about for what to do next when
CONTINUED ON PAGE 65
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Life Member Profile

by Kate Whittle

Chris and Rachel Smith

➺ WHILE NEARING THE END OF

“ADVENTURE CYCLING IS
THE ONLY ORGANIZATION
THAT I KNOW OF THAT IS
SO FOCUSED ON BICYCLE
TRAVEL, PROVIDING
MAPS FOR BEAUTIFUL,
ESTABLISHED ROUTES
AND NEW, INTRIGUING
ONES, AS WELL AS
ADVOCATING FOR
SAFER ROADS AND
INFRASTRUCTURE FOR
CYCLISTS.”
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THEIR FIRST CROSS-COUNTRY
cycling trip in 2015, Rachel said her
then-boyfriend Chris was behaving
oddly. They were cycling up Monitor
Pass on the way to Lake Tahoe in
California. Chris, who normally rode
ahead, was falling behind and said he
wasn’t feeling well.
As she recounted on the couple’s
cycling blog, Chris was trying to
covertly unwrap the box holding an
engagement ring.
At last, after they crested the pass
and began their descent, Chris caught
up with Rachel. As they coasted side
by side on a quiet road, he held out the
ring and said, “If you love me so much,
why don’t you marry me?”
Rachel almost fell off her bike.
Today, Rachel said it was a fitting
way to cement a relationship that first
sparked when the two started riding
their bikes together on dates. That first
epic tour in 2015 started on the East
Coast and wound toward California
along Adventure Cycling’s Northern
Tier, Underground Railroad Pittsburgh
Spur, TransAm, Western Express, and
Sierra Cascades routes.
“So that was really fun,” Rachel said.
“So our relationship has been defined
by cycling and these tours, which is
really cool.”
In 2018, the couple spent the
summer on the Great Divide Mountain
Bike Route, which tested their resolve
and showed them how to resolve issues
when they were having bad days.
Rachel said the mental strength and

endurance she developed while touring
came in handy when their first baby
was born in December 2019.
“In fact,” she said, “in our latest
adventure, while giving birth to Ernest
without an epidural or any other pain
medication, I was able to summon
strength and endurance I probably only
knew I had thanks to our bike tours,
audibly telling myself, ‘You can do this’
between each contraction.”
Baby Ernie is likely to spend much of
his youth in a Burley bike trailer. When
they’re not touring, Rachel commutes
to work every day on a Salsa Fargo.
(She rode her bike to work until the day
before she went on maternity leave.)
“When I was making the registry for
the baby, Chris was like, ‘All we really
need is a bike trailer,’” Rachel said. “Chris
was convinced that was all we needed.”
Chris and Rachel said they signed
up as Life Members because Adventure
Cycling offers them the routes and
inspiration they need.
“It is the only magazine subscription
that we have, and, every month,
Chris reads the magazine from
cover to cover,” Rachel said. “We are
passionate about traveling by bike,
whether it is commuting or going to
the grocery store or going on a threemonth-long adventure across the
country. Adventure Cycling is the only
organization that I know of that is so
focused on bicycle travel, providing
maps for beautiful, established routes
and new, intriguing ones, as well
as advocating for safer roads and
infrastructure for cyclists.”

COURTESY CHRIS AND R ACHEL SMITH

Starting young

Chris said he doesn’t think
they would have ridden across
the country without Adventure
Cycling maps.
“We’ve done some touring offroute, and we’ve done plenty on
the routes, and we just love how
following the maps takes out a lot
of the guesswork and makes the
planning so much easier,” he said.
“It just saved us so much time in
trying to figure out what might
be a good bike route away from
traffic and on scenic roads.”
Chris said he hopes their
dedication to cycling becomes a
family pastime.
“We hope our son gets into
cycling as much as we are,” Chris
said. “We’d love to do family
trips and are looking at it as a
lifetime activity.”
Kate Whittle is the Cultivation Coordinator
for Adventure Cycling.

life membership
Funds from the Life Membership program are put into a special account to provide long-term
support for Adventure Cycling Association. In the past, these funds have helped us purchase and
update our headquarters building, saving us thousands of dollars in interest payments.
If bicycle travel is an important part of your life, please consider making a lifetime commitment
by joining as an Adventure Cycling Life Member. To find out more, visit adventurecycling.org/
membership or give Membership Manager Julie Huck a call at 800.755.2453 x214.

Thanks to these new Life Members who joined recently with their support:
Pranav Badheka, Lakewood Ranch, FL
Austin Baskett, Lafayette, CO
Buck Benson, Grand Marais, MN
Gary Bezer & Lise Fleury, Colville, WA
Michael & Elaine Boaz, Granville, OH
David Boslego, Chesapeake, VA
Thomas & Jane Brown, Park City, UT
Gina Buscarello & Dena Hughes, Seattle, WA
Clarence Chenault, Carroll, OH
Richard E Chinn, Albany, OR
Bill & Lynea Clark, Parker, CO
Donald Coggan, Kalamazoo, MI
Gregory D. Crawford, Des Moines, IA
Brett Davis, Fredericksburg, TX
Jim Elsea, Seattle, WA
T Patrick Halaiko, Worthington, OH
George Hallenbeck, Lockport, IL
David J Hamby, Lawrence, KS

Andy & Judy Henry, Little Rock, AR
Giselle Hicks & Bill Ross, Washington, DC
Rebecca Hudson, Madison, WI
Douglas Johnson & Theresa Hernandez, Boulder, CO
Amber Marcu, Redmond, WA
Michael J. McKillip, Lenexa, KS
Wade Rich, San Diego, CA
Peter Roos, Walpole, NH
Jim Sayer, Missoula, MT
Paul & Kristen Schmidt, Irvine, CA
Roger Schwed, New York, NY
Ann C Smith, Basking Ridge, NJ
Debbie Southern & Betsy Pappas, Asheville, NC
Robert Stroheker & Betsy Thompson, Atlanta, GA
Julie White, Black Mountain, NC
Zack Zeiset & Robin NeJame, Salida, CO
Joel Zimmerman, McCall, ID

Bike in Colorado with
us!
August 10 -17, 2020

seniorcycling.com
info@seniorcycling.com
608-606-4847
ADVENTURECYCLING.ORG/MEMBERS
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Holland Bike Tours

Personalized tours - Truly local
High quality equipment

EXCELLENT

www.hollandbiketours.com

The 326-mile mostly ﬂat
Trail follows rail and canal
ways through 27 towns



JUNE 5 - 7,
2020

920-337-0250 / seemewear.com
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RATE: Marketplace ads start at $195 per issue. For rate information, please contact Rick Bruner.
Phone: 541.490.8262, email: advertising@adventurecycling.org.

When you absolutely
need to know
what's behind you!
Fits most helmets
Free U.S. shipping
USA made
Fully guaranteed

hubbubonline.com

Florida’s Space Coast Tour
Coast 2 Coast 2020
Bike GAPCO
Iowa’s Ride Official Charter
KATY Trail Tour
BubbaFest — Florida Keys

ADVENTURECYCLING.ORG/MEMBERS

January 12–18, 2020
March 6–April 27, 2020
June 21–27, 2020
July 18–25, 2020
September 13–19, 2020
November 1–7, 2020
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ACCOMMODATIONS
WHITEFISH BIKE RETREAT Hostel-Style
Lodging located in Whitefish, Montana, on the
Great Divide, Northern Tier, and Great Parks
Adventure Cycling Routes. Lodging options
starting at $45/night. Camping Available. Shuttles
Available. A Place Created For Cyclists By
Cyclists! 406-260-0274,
whitefishbikeretreat.com
RIVERWOOD LODGE Looking for an alternative
way to tour the OR-WA Columbia River Gorge
National Scenic Area, this is it! 1,000’s of miles of
traffic-free road, MT and Gravel biking right out
your door in this perfect 5-star posh setting. Need
a day off or send the family elsewhere? Rafting,
hiking, windsurfing, kiteboarding, SUPing,
12-month skiing, wine tasting, and city amenities
25 mins. away in Outside Magazine’s pick of small
towns Hood River, OR …
vacasa.com/unit.php?UnitID=8701
vacasa.com/unit.php?UnitID=8780
KALISPELL HOSTEL On route to Glacier
National Park and Continental Divide Trail.
Located above Wheaton’s historic Bicycle Shop in
Downtown Kalispell. Direct access to shopping,
restaurants and pubs. (406) 270-1653,
kalispellhostel.com
YELLOW HOUSE HOSTEL Bicycle-friendly
accommodations in San Marcos, TX - 30 miles
south of Austin and worth the detour from
Southern Tier and Texas Hill Country Loop
routes. Walking distance to historic downtown,
food & drink, local bike shop, and swimming in
the San Marcos River.
theyellowhousehostel.com

Stop Front Wheel Flop!
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SteerStopper.com
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BIKES FOR SALE
WHITE BICYCLE TRIO FOR 6’4” RIDERS
Sales benefit Missoula, MT bicycle non-profits
including ACA. Beautifully maintained fleet.
Pay $40 per bike for packing, plus actual
shipping cost via Bike Flight (UPS), plus bike
purchase. Will dicker, will sell separately.
Weight approximate without packs, water
bottles. Seat Tube measurements approximate.
Email to get photos & component lists:
sales@missoulabicycleclub.org Specialized
StumpJumper mountain bike: $500.00.
Weight 29 pounds: incl. saddle, pedals, rear
rack, handlebar extensions, plastic water
bottle cage. Seat Tube: 21 3/4 inches. Serial
number upon request. Davidson touring bike:
custom-made in Seattle, WA: $900.00. Weight:
28 pounds: incl. saddle, pedals, rear rack,
fenders, two water bottle cages, SILCA pump,
cycle computer. Seat Tube: 25 1/4 inches. No
serial number. Gilmour club bike, racing (?):
custom-made in Tucson, AZ: $900.00. Weight:
25 pounds: incl. saddle, clipless pedals, SILCA
pump, almost all Campy components. Seat
Tube: 24 3/8 inches. No serial number.

SAKKIT Mint condition Sakkit touring bike for
sale. Barely used. $12k. Contact:
kimhester@stanfordalumni.org.
MUCH DESIRED CO-MOTION PANGEA
(custom built for 5’9” frame) white, so743, tt527,
crank175 Raceface triple, Shimano XTR, Paul
disc brakes, Velocity rims, Schwalbe Marathon
Dureme 700X23c, Thompson seat post, DT
swiss540 tandem hubs, Jones h-bar loop, Tubus
SS racks, #S10616, 6/3/2016. $4500 obo: contact
or call with any question:
tanrunner@aol.com or 239-777-9654
HELP WANTED
JOIN THE CYCLE AMERICA® SUMMER
STAFF Spend an adventurous summer traveling
while sharing ride and work responsibilities.
Positions include: Tour Support Volunteers, Bike
Mechanic, Massage Therapist, Picnic and Route
Coordinators. 800-716-4426.
cycleamerica.com
BOOKS
NEW BOOK / NEW CYCLING ROUTE
Great Divide Road Bike Route: Mexico to
Canada. 2000 Miles - All Pavement. Guidebook,
268 pages, 27 maps. Route details, road
conditions, towns & settlements, campgrounds,
bike shops, 24 GDMBR Crossings. Order Online:
wildparrotbooks.com
BIKE SHOPS
TANDEMS EAST PITTSGROVE, N.J.
Evelyn Hill Cycling women specific cycling
apparel. Test site for Co-Motion tandems,
Landshark, Calfee, Cannondale, Bilenky, Seven,
Bike Friday, Hokitika and DaVinci. Many used
tandems in inventory. Wheel building, child
conversions, Spinergy wheels, Service, Advice,
tandemseast@gmail.com 856 451 5104 Ask
for Mel.
INTERNATIONAL TOURS
SOUTH AFRICA SAFARI CYCLING TOUR
10 days and 9 nights with accommodation.
Guided. Includes visit to Kruger National Park.
Experience the diverse region. okcycletours.
com 888-621-6818 over 600 partner tours on
our website.
BIKE GREECE WITH SUNNYBROOK
TRAVEL LLC Experience the wonders of
Greece with excursions which complement
or define your vacation there. Check us out at
sunnybrookcycling.com or call us at
+1 (484) 744-0109
DANUBE BIKE PATH Passau Germany to Vienna
Austria 8 days/7 nights hotel accommodation with
breakfasts. Luggage moved from hotel to hotel.
All hotels with free Wi-Fi. Both hybrid and e-bike
rentals available. Tour starts daily from beginning
of April to until the end of October 2020.
okcycletours.com or call 888-621-6818

RATE: $115 for the first 30 words, $2 for each additional word. For more information, please
contact Rick Bruner. Phone: 541.490.8262, email: advertising@adventurecycling.org.

TOPBICYCLE TOURS IN CENTRAL EUROPE
7 to 10-day cycling trips in Czech Republic,
Austria, Slovenia, Hungary, Slovakia, Poland,
Germany. We’ve been European cycling
specialists since 1996. Self-guided tours with
precise navigation tools. Guided tours with
local expert cycling guides. NEW semi-guided
van-supported tours and special road bikes
tours. Routes where we know it best: connecting
Prague, Vienna, Salzburg, Munich, Venice,
Budapest, Cracow, Dresden and Berlin. Trips can
be customized according to your wishes. Rent top
quality Trek / Scott lightweight hybrids, carbon
road bikes, e-bikes, kids bikes and tandems. Email
us at info@topbicycle.com.
topbicycle.com
OK CYCLE & ADVENTURE TOURS Follow
Your Dreams. Since 1995, fabulous cycling and
vacations worldwide (including bike/barge and
trekking too), guided and self-guided, for all
levels of abilities. Exclusive and custom tours also
available. Share the passion!
okcycletours.com or call 1-888-621-6818.
CYCLOMUNDO Plan your trip with local experts.
Explore France, Italy, Switzerland, Spain, and
Portugal. Self-guided trips by France-based
company. Leisurely to challenging. Tailored
itineraries for groups. Check us out at
cyclomundo.com.
SPICEROADS CYCLING Guided cycling tours in
37 emerging destinations. Road cycling, touring,
and mountain biking adventures from single day
to 17 days! Fully vehicle supported, with meals
and accommodation included.
spiceroads.com
NORTH AMERICAN TOURS & EVENTS
CYCLE NORTH CAROLINA MOUNTAIN RIDE
(August 7-9, 2020) Forest City, NC — Join us for
the 7th Annual CNC Mountain Ride and enjoy
camping and cycling on scenic country roads in
the North Carolina Mountains. Register for 1 or
2 days, bonus ride included on Friday. Various
loop rides of differing mileage. Additional lodging
options are available. Fully supported with SAG
support and rest stops. cyclenc@ncsports.org
ncsports.org.
“RIDE THE FAULT LINE” June 14-20, 2020. 4
states in 1 week! Mostly flat route along the New
Madrid earthquake fault line through Missouri,
Illinois, Tennessee, Kentucky. Fully supported.
Unique history, ferry crossings, bald eagles,
southern hospitality!
ridethefault.com
2020 TANDEM EXPO APRIL 4, 5 The longest
running bike consumer show on the East Coast.
100 tandems on display test ride refreshments
seminars factory reps exciting giveaways
tandemseast.com email tandemseast@gmail.com

ADVENTURECYCLING.ORG/MEMBERS

NATCHEZ TRACE PARKWAY A 444-mile-long
National Park featuring Beautiful Scenery and
Historical Sites from Natchez, MS to Nashville,
TN. Designated Bike Route. Commercial
vehicles prohibited. For: FREE Itinerary
planning for Self Guided Tours - cycling friendly
places to stay - water/food - bike shops elevations maps - tour guides - shuttle services
- cyclist photo galleries and reviews - go to:
natcheztracetravel.com
CROSS COUNTRY – EPIC TOURS Enjoy a fully
supported/all-inclusive cycling vacation. These
tours are 25- 45 days long. All Hotels, dining out,
van, mechanic and laundry. We offer the Southern
Tier two times per year Oct 3- Nov 17, 2020 and
Feb 27-Apr 14,2021. Epic Appalachians- Aug 16 to
Sep 10 cycle 25 days from Bethel, ME to Asheville,
NC. Includes low volume roads, Blue Ridge
Pkwy, Skyline DR. Done only by Cycle of Life
Adventures. Epic Colorado- a month of Riding
Colorado every June. Visit our web site:
cycleoflifeadventures.com
Call 303-945-9886
CYCLE NORTH CAROLINA 22nd Annual
“Mountains to Coast” (October 3 – October 10) —
Cycle 450 plus miles while experiencing the
North Carolina countryside on scenic backroads
amidst beautiful fall colors. Explore quaint towns,
visit famous State Parks, Historic Sites, wineries,
and more. Fully supported with SAG Support
and rest stops. Various registration options
available. cyclenc@ncsports.org
ncsports.org
SAN JUAN ISLANDS & VICTORIA BC CANADA
HOTEL TOUR 2020 San Juan Islands & Victoria
Canada await! Shoreline routes with spectacular
views, flowers everywhere, outstanding bakeries
& waterside restaurants. Ferries gliding through
calm undisturbed waters. Seven days of cycling
heaven in the Pacific Northwest with 3 nights
stationed on San Juan Island & 3 nights in
Victoria British Columbia Canada! Fully
supported by Pedal Across Wisconsin—since 1985.
August 20–26, 2020.
sanjuanislandsbiketour.com 847-309-4740
Ken: kennethjgoldman@yahoo.com
CAROLINA TAILWINDS Celebrating 20 years!
We offer inn to inn cycling vacations to multiple
destinations throughout the eastern USA. Tours
include SC Lowcountry, NC Outer Banks, MD
Eastern Shore, WI Door County, FL First Coast,
NY Finger Lakes, MI Cherry Coast, Colonial
Virginia and more. Memorable lodging, delightful
cycling and delicious local cuisine are features of
all tours. Rent a high quality bicycle from us or
bring your own. Meticulously planned itineraries
and full route support allow you to savor the
cycling. Browse our tours:
carolinatailwinds.com 888-251-3206

LIFE AT BIKE SPEED — LIZARD HEAD
CYCLING GUIDES Our tours include Road
& MTB routes, live music, massage therapy,
seamless mileage options and soul crushing
climbs :-) Ride the Hayduke Trail, Utah’s ultimate
point-2-point MTB traverse at over 420 miles.
The Hayduke can be ridden as a fully guided or
partially supported tour. Contact us for details. In
Spring 2019 explore the Redrock Canyons Tour as
featured in the New York Times. 970.728.5891
lizardheadcyclingguides.com
CYCLE NORTH CAROLINA COASTAL RIDE
(April 24-26, 2020) Oriental, NC — Enjoy unique
waterfront camping and 3 days of cycling on
scenic country roads in Coastal North Carolina.
Various mileage options for all skill levels from
easy family to challenging century. Additional
lodging options are available. Fully supported
with SAG support and rest stops
cyclenc@ncsports.org ncsports.org
COLORADO We know it better than anyone. Our
Ride the Rockies, Colorado Wine Country,
Colorado Fundo or Aspen High Country. All
four of these tours happen in the month of
June and make a wonderful early summer
vacation. All-inclusive packages starting at
$2495, Fundos starting at $525. Easy on-line
registration. To score on group discounts, visit
our webpage: cycleoflifeadventures.com or call
us directly: 303-945-9886
WOMEN ONLY BIKE TOURS For all ages and
abilities. 60 different trips every year from 3
days to 2 months long. Fully supported, innto-inn, bike path and road tours. Bike & Barge,
Cross-Country, Europe, Africa & more. Bicycle
workshops, wine tasting & yoga. Contact us for
free catalog. 800-247-1444.
womantours.com
FLORIDA KEYS HOTEL TRIP Fully supported,
outstanding hotel accommodations, DoubleTree
by Hilton & Holiday Inn Express. Dec 7-12, 2020.
Marathon to Key West & back. Stunning beach
scenery, great meals, 3 layover days in Key West
w/supported optional bike ride! Only $1170.00
floridakeysbikeride.com, 847-309-4740
(Ken) kennethjgoldman@yahoo.com
HELPING MAKE GOOD RIDERS BETTER
SINCE 1981 Join Transcontinental Record
Holders Lon Haldeman & Susan Notorangelo for
your cycling adventures. Offering tours from seven
day training camps to coast to coast tours. Guided
tours of Route 66, Ghana Africa and across Peru.
Full support, motels, gear shuttle and most meals.
Most tours have over 80% of returning PAC Tour
riders. See our website for new tours and other
regional adventures.
PAC Tour pactour.com 262-736-2453
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THE GREAT ALLEGHENY PASSAGE AND C&O
CANAL 335 of flat out gorgeous trail...Pittsburgh
to DC...custom or group tours...16 years’
experience...B&Bs, inn’s, hotels, excellent meals,
luggage shuttle, shuttle of people, gear and bikes,
vehicle shuttle, great attractions and sightseeing
along the way...call Trail Gail at 301-722-4887 or
240-727-7039 or mountainsidebiketours.us
“You Pedal, We Pamper”
CYCLE THE SELKIRKS Six-day, 350+ mile
fully supported Rotary ride September 14th to
the 19th on the International Selkirk Loop. A
spectacular scenic-byway through Washington,
Canada and Idaho, Beautiful scenery, small
communities and a challenging ride with
superior SAG support for riders.
wacanid.org or 1-888-823-2626
SOCKEYE CYCLE CO. Alaska Bicycle Tours,
Rentals, Sales, Service. Established in 1988, we
specialize in guided bicycle tours of Alaska and
remote areas of Canada’s Northwest British
Columbia and the Yukon. Whether you take a day
tour or one of our multi-day supported trips, you
can expect an unforgettable adventure through
the northern wilderness. Visit our shops in
Haines and Skagway Alaska, call 1-877-292-4154,
or visit sockeyecycle.com
AMERICA BY BICYCLE, INC. Join us for our
26th season! We have a cross country tour
for every cyclist. Ride San Francisco to New
Hampshire in 52 days - 3,840 mi or Oregon
to Maine in 50 days - 3,695 mi. Can’t get away
for two months try: Great Mississippi River
Ride in 25 days - 1,730 mi or Ride the East in
25 days - 1,710 mi. Come spend a week in the
spectacular brilliance of the Fall Foliage Season
in New England (Oct.). We offer 34 tours
from 5 to 52 days, NO CAMPING! Check out
our website, web store, and register online @
abbike.com 888-797-7057
TWO NATION VACATION Bike the
International Selkirk Loop, North America’s
only two-nation Scenic Byway through
Washington, Idaho and Canada. Pick your pace
for 270+ miles of incredible self-supported
riding! Cyclists guide including elevation maps,
itinerary and alternate routes available at
selkirkloop.org or 1-888-823-2626.
PENNSYLVANIA INN-TO-INN RIDES Day Trips,
2-Day Trips, and fully supported 4 & 5-Day Inn-toInn Rides on over 140 miles along the D&L Trail.
Located in the Pocono Mountains of Jim Thorpe,
PA. 90 minutes from Philadelphia and 2 hrs from
New York City. PoconoBiking.com - 570-325-8430
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NATCHEZ TRACE Fill your bucket list with
one of the safest and easiest cycling routes in
the country. Cycle 444 miles from Nashville
to Natchez. NO CAMPING on our tours.
Tour Vicksburg Battlefield. Experience mild
temperatures, Great road conditions, American
history and Southern hospitality. Featured in
Forbes Magazine. Dates: Apr 19 & 26 and Oct 11
& 19, 2020. We accept tandems and recumbents.
This tour is E-bike friendly. Visit our website:
cycleoflifeadventures.com or call us directly:
303-945-9886
WISCONSIN BACKROADS HOTEL TOURS
Fully supported affordable 5-7 day bicycling
vacations. $775-$875 includes HOTELS w/
indoor pools-whirlpools, buffet dinners, food
stops, & emergency support. Quiet, scenic,
all paved back roads. NORTHWOODS,
DOOR COUNTY, Spring Green, New Glarus,
& more. Celebrating our 36th season.
pedalacrosswisconsin.com 847-707-6888, 847309-4740, drjpedal@sbcglobal.net
TOUR THE TWO PENINSULAS The
29th Annual Michigander Tours the Two
Peninsulas July 13-18. Explore Leelanau and
Old Mission Peninsulas, Traverse City, Suttons
Bay, Sleeping Bear Dunes, Frankfort and Crystal
Mountain on trails and backroads for 1-6 days.
michigander.bike.
TANDEM WEEKEND MAY 1,2,3 Cape May
CO, NJ Nice routes @ the Jersey Shore. Ocean
side hotel. Limited to 70 couples must register
early. Will Sell Out.
tandemseast@gmail.com
29TH ANNUAL OATBRAN One Awesome Tour
Bike Ride Across Nevada, Sept. 27-Oct. 3, 2020.
Fully Supported Tour, 420 Miles from Lake
Tahoe to the Great Basin National Park on U.S.
50, America’s Loneliest Road! 800-265-2704 or
bikethewest.com
CHARLESTON BICYCLE TOURS Celebrating
the South’s Best flat rides and delicious meals.
Owners on all tours, full van support, excellent
accommodations. Charleston and Savannah,
Florida Keys and Key West, Georgia’s Golden
Isles, and valleys of N.C. mountains. Eight years
with 100% - 5 Star TripAdvisor reviews. We enjoy
providing fun and memorable experiences.
1-800-408-1830. charlestonbicycletours.com
EXPLORE WASHINGTON D.C. in style with
an expert local cyclist as your private guide. Let
the DC Cycling Concierge design and lead you
on a ride tailored to you (and your schedule!)
for the perfect riding experience. Fitness rides,
sightseeing, monuments at night, and themed
rides customized for you. It’s your ride, your pace.
dccyclingconcierge.com

CYCLE MASSACHUSETTS Enjoy back
roads through scenic small towns in central
Massachusetts on a fully-supported camping bike
tour with weekend or five-day options. Pick from
regular or challenging routes and enjoy evening
activities and entertainment. August 8-12, 2020
cyclema.com
VACATION BICYCLING - YOU ASKED, WE
ANSWERED! Start off 2020 and a new decade
with unforgettable 7-day bike tours just how you
like them! Why do people who come on a bike
trip with us come back year after year? Because
we listen to feedback/ideas and apply that
information to future bike trips. For example:
Customers wanted more National Parks and
Downhill rides in 2020 - so we did just that.
National Parks in 2020/2021 include: Big Bend,
Joshua tree, Sleeping Bear Dunes, Acadia, Red
Rock/Lake Mead and Bryce. Downhill includes
Colorado Rockies and Big Bend. Come join us
so you can see the magical wonder that comes
with every Vacation Bicycling tour. Most trips
$1599 and all are fully supported including
hotels, food & SAG. Celebrating our 12th year
Anniversary. 706-363-0341
VacationBicycling.com
SAVE THE DATES AND ENJOY THE GREAT
OUTDOORS IN RIDGELAND AT THESE
EXCITING UPCOMING EVENTS: the Natchez
Trace Century Ride May 2nd, Pepsi Pops May 8th,
Heatwave Classic Triathlon June 6th, Father
& Child Fishing Tournament June 21st and
Ridgeland’s Independence Celebration on the Rez.
Find a complete list of events at
VisitRidgeland.com and like us on Facebook.
CYCLE AMERICA® Enjoy a Fully Supported
Touring Vacation this Summer. Cycle a week or
more, or ride Coast-to-Coast from Seattle to Boston.
This unique Cross Country trip is divided into nine
segments. First-Rate Support, Great Routes and
Good Friends! Let Us Help You Plan Your Next Fun
and Affordable Adventure. 800-245-3263.
cycleamerica.com
AROUND WISCONSIN BICYCLE TOURS Lakes,
woods, quiet scenic roads — Wisconsin! We offer
affordable fully supported 7-day tours featuring
hotel and resort lodging with restaurant meals.
Northern Woods and Waters, August 8 - 14th,
2020 and private tours,
aroundwisbike.com, 715-216-4005.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 57
D'AMBROSIO: ORTLIEB

he remembered a business card for
Hartmut Ortlieb one of his reps for
Raleigh had brought back from another
trade show in Europe.
Scully sent Ortlieb a fax and told him
what he had in mind. As it turned out,
Ortlieb was looking for a serious partner
in the U.S. The Petzl rep who initially
brought the panniers into the U.S.
wasn’t interested in getting into the bike
business, leaving the way open for Scully.
A vice president at Ortlieb at the
time was coming to the U.S. to start
interviewing distributors.
“He flew to Seattle, we sat on my
back deck, had iced coffee, and made a
deal,” Scully said.
Scully launched Ortlieb USA in 1998.
One of his first customers was REI in
Seattle, which initially put Ortlieb in
six of its stores. Today Ortlieb is in all
154 REI stores across the country, and
the outdoor gear cooperative sells more
Ortlieb panniers and other bags than
anyone else in the U.S.
“It’s not just transactional with those
guys,” Scully said of REI. “I appreciate
their approach to retailing in general.
They grow with you slowly and
communicate with you. They truly are
a partner.”
Adventure Cycling Association is
also a longtime Ortlieb customer. Scully
said the relationship has been “pretty
organic,” starting with the late Mike
Deme, editor of Adventure Cyclist until
his untimely death in 2017.
“Mike was a life force who was really
refreshing to spend time with in the
bike industry,” Scully said. “We’ve always
had a good connection there. Teri
(Maloughney) is a big fan too. We’ve had
a good synergistic relationship.”
Maloughney, currently the
Community Marketing Director for
Adventure Cycling, is the former Sales
Director.
In the interest of full disclosure, I’ll
also mention that my wife and I own
Ortlieb Back-Roller High Visibility
panniers, which we have now used on
tours of the Cotswolds and Sicily. You can
put us in the category of big fans as well.
The panniers have the unmistakable look
and feel of German craftsmanship and a
simplicity that we find very appealing.
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Pile your stuff into the single
compartment where you can rest
assured it will remain dry, roll down
the top and secure it with the strap and
buckle, pick the bag up by its handle,
which opens the hooks that will close
over your rack, and drop it onto your
bike with the adjustable tab tucked
behind the rack strut to keep the bag in
place. Easy and uncomplicated.
“I can tell you that concept of
simplicity is really what defined
(Ortlieb’s) aesthetic,” Scully said. “If you
really want a truly waterproof single
carcass, you have to narrow it down to
the main volume you want in order to
produce it in an affordable way.”
Ortlieb has also insisted on keeping
production in Germany, recently
building a new factory just outside of
Nuremberg where about 100 employees
produce the bags, distributed in about
20 countries, the majority going to
countries in western Europe, with
Germany coming first.
As a family-owned business, Ortlieb
does not release revenue numbers, but
Scully said that even after more than
20 years in business, the company is
still growing by double digits every
year, partly because of the emergence
of eBikes.
“A lot of German commuters left the
bicycle market, aging out or developing
hip issues,” Scully said. “eBikes make
it possible to enjoy cycling again, and
they’re coming back in droves. They
need waterproof bags. It’s great all the
way around.”
Ortlieb has also moved into the
bikepacking market in a big way, another
new source of revenue. Bikepacking,
which utilizes framebags and new, more
robust versions of handlebar bags and
seatbags, came about as a result of fat
bikes and full-suspension bikes that
couldn’t utilize racks.
“It’s just a little different way of
doing it,” Scully said of bikepacking. “I
think it’s in the same spirit as the 1970s
Bikecentennial people, who wanted to
hang stuff on bikes and go explore.”
Looking back on his journey with
Ortlieb, Scully is a little incredulous of
his own good fortune.
“I never set out to be a one-brand guy
like this,” he said. “But for me it’s been
a point of pride to have been a part of

seeing the Ortlieb brand launched in
the U.S. and becoming so successful. If I
take credit for anything, it’s identifying
something unique and worthy.
“Fortunately, the American market
has responded in a way that was good
for Ortlieb, and good for me.”
Dan D’Ambrosio is a contributing writer for
Adventure Cyclist.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 06
PANKRATZ: DIRECTOR LETTER

Philadelphia, who at 23 is planning
to lead a TransAm tour because he
wants “to get adventure-minded young
adults to take up bicycle touring.” And
I got an email from Tom Greeley, who
rode the TransAm in 1980 alongside
Hermon Hoffer. Hermon was 75 years
old, rode the whole way on a Schwinn
Continental, and nursed a broken arm
for the last 2,000 miles.
Stories like Ankur’s and Hermon’s
arrive at the intersection of this
organization and our members. We
map the routes, lobby for access and
safety, and then stir the pot with
inspiring stories and amazing tours.
You get out there and (literally) road
test the information and immerse
in the experience. It’s a magnificent
positive feedback loop of resources,
impact, adventure, engagement, and
empowerment. This is the best of
what a community can offer, a sense
of belonging and identity, shared
aspiration, and understanding of how
all these pieces fit together to create
something larger than the parts.
This year we’ll add more miles, we’ll
increase our connectivity with other
groups, we’ll work to make cycling
safer, and we’ll continue to introduce
innovative ways to engage you and
all our fellow bike travel fanatics (like
our recently updated app and the
new member newsletter). If you have
suggestions on how we can improve,
don’t hesitate to let me know. We do our
best with the collective insight of the
whole bike travel community.
Scott Pankratz
Executive Director
spankratz@adventurecycling.org
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Companions Wanted

Providing partners for tours, domestic and abroad, since 1978

CHANGES TO COMPANIONS WANTED

BAR HARBOR TO ASTORIA Looking for good
riding partner(s) for my first journey across
the U.S. Starting on June 1, 2020, from Bar
Harbor to Niagara Falls via the Northern Tier,
across Canada for a short distance to Muskegon,
Michigan, to Milwaukee, Wisconsin, via ferry
across Lake Michigan. Milwaukee to Jackson,
Wyoming, and on to Astoria, Oregon, via the
TransAmerica Trail. Hotels, campgrounds, hot
showers, and stealth camping. I am a 62-year-old
male. I am in no rush. Average 50 miles per day
with time to see a few sites. Rest day every 5 to 6
days. Start early each day, finish mid-afternoon
and relax. rickyburke57@gmail.com
BROOKLYN TO USHUAIA I’m a retired high
school art teacher/muralist/activist setting up
a ride I’ve been dreaming about for some time.
The plan is to ride west from Brooklyn, New
York, at the beginning of August 2020 and head
generally west, ride the GDMBR south and cross
into Mexico at the California border. Then it’s
a meander through Mexico, Central and South
America, ending in Ushuaia February 2021. I plan
on camping when appropriate, Warmshowers
when available, and hotels when prudent.
Companions welcome for all or part of this trip.
joematunis@yahoo.com

MISSISSIPPI RIVER BIKERAFTING I’m
planning to travel from the Mississippi River
headwaters at Lake Itasca State Park to the Twin
Cities by bicycle and packraft this summer. Will
ride on the Mississippi River Trail Bikeway
(USBR 45) and paddle the river. I’m planning
50–60 miles per day cycling and 6–12 miles per
day paddling. I expect to be fully self-contained
camping and cooking out most nights. It looks
like it will be 2–3 weeks long. I would consider a
shorter trip. rideandpaddle@outlook.com

VANCOUVER TO SAN FRAN I am a fit female
senior cyclist in my 70s with much touring
experience. I would like to ride from Vancouver,
British Columbia, to San Francisco or perhaps
farther south following Route U.S. 1. Departure
on May 8 as there may be less traffic. I plan to
stay with Warmshowers hosts and in inexpensive
motels/hotels. I’ll ride about 50 miles each
day. I would like to ride with an experienced
cyclist who is flexible and has a sense of humor.
sharonlazare@gmail.com

KATY AND SHUTTLE I plan to ride the Katy
Trail from St. Louis/St. Charles area to Kansas
City area in late May or early June 2020. First
choice is to shuttle from Kansas City to St. Louis/
St. Charles, and I’m interested in finding others to
share this cost ($320 for 4 bikes/riders). 54-yearold male, happy to ride with companions or solo,
50 or so miles per day, camping most nights.
mike.sackett312@gmail.com

FAIRBANKS TO ANTELOPE WELLS I’m
planning to start in Fairbanks in early/mid-July
2020 and ride the 2,000 miles to Banff. Plan to
do 90 to 120 miles per day during that part of the
ride — not super fast, but just 10 or 12 hours of
riding per day. Will do a shorter day if needed or
a longer one if conditions are right. Then do the
GDMBR from Banff to Antelope Wells. Plan is
to do that in around 30 days. All self-supported.
Camping and motels. hyndmans@gmail.com

ALLEGHENY RAIL TRAIL My name is Scott.
I’m looking for others who want to join for a
fun trip from Washington, DC, to Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, on the Allegheny Rail Trail around
Memorial Day this year. I’m 46, in decent shape,
and would like to ride around 40 miles per day
but am very flexible. I plan on camping along
the way. I’ve done some research and there’s an
Amtrak train that shuttles cyclists (and their
bikes) between locations. Reservations are
required. scotthkline@gmail.com
GREAT DIVIDE Fit, easygoing 60-year-old male
looking for riding companions to join for some or all
of the GDMBR (southbound). I expect to ride 35–60
miles per day with a combination of primitive
camping, campgrounds, and the occasional hotel
and rest day. Allowing approximately 60 days for the
adventure, with an early to mid-August start date
(flexible). rich@waynyc.com

Benefits of Adventure
Cycling Membership

Adventure Cycling Association assumes, but
cannot verify, that the persons above are truthfully
representing themselves. Ads are free to Adventure
Cycling members. You can see more ads and post
them at adventurecycling.org/adventure-cyclist/
companions-wanted.

MEMBERSHIP
HAS ITS
PRIVILEGES
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• 9 issues of Adventure Cyclist magazine
• 25% to 30% off bike maps
• Your membership supports new bicycle
routes and cycling advocacy.
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Benefit of the month: Membership
ip
is tax-deductible! Your member
payment, less $14 per year, qualifies
es
as a tax-deductible donation.

1

S
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Bicycle Route

SECTION 1
Sumas, WA to Mt. Rainier N.P.
447 Miles

Join or Renew Today

SIERRA-CASCADES We’re 3 cool dudes in
our 60s looking for a 4th to join us for a semisupported, complete Sierra-Cascades tour this
summer. It’s semi-supported in that the 4 of us
will share driving duties in support of the ride.
We’ll have a minivan used to carry gear and there
will be 2 driving shifts per day — morning and
afternoon. With 4 participants, each rider will be
responsible for driving half a day, every other day.
Drivers will be responsible for errands associated
with supporting the ride, like grocery shopping,
laundry, getting situated in the campground,
chilling the beer, etc. embradfield@gmail.com
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We’ve made some small changes to the online
Companions Wanted page to protect your
information. Now, when you contact the author of
a listing, you’ll be sent to a contact form where
you will enter your name, email address, and a
500-character message. The form is used to send
the initial response to the Companions Wanted
author from an Adventure Cycling email so that
the author’s email address is not disclosed.
Once they repond to you via email, your
conversation will continue in email as usual.

TOD

Open Road Gallery

No.
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Top: June 10, 2014,
fresh off a ride from
Key West, Florida,
Wally led a tour
group from
Missoula to Alaska.
Bottom: The
Adventure Cycling
Board of Directors
in September 2014.

Pedal on, Wally
PHOTOGRAPHS BY MAXTON CAPLANIDES & GREG SIPLE

STORY BY GAGE POORE

➺ Wally Warner visited Adventure Cycling many, many times over the years. Sometimes as a Board
Member and Board President. Sometimes as a volunteer. Sometimes as a tour leader. Other times Wally
would visit us, as many do throughout the warmer months each year, as a touring cyclist. This portrait
was taken during his tour of the TransAmerica Trail during the summer of 2018 when he led a group of
nine cyclists westbound across the country. Life Member Charlie Gable wrote about the trip, “I’ve had a
hard time staying in front of Wally, our leader, out on the road. I ride a steady pace, pedaling constantly,
and Wally passes me, then coasts to drop back behind me, and then resumes pedaling and passes me
again. He just can’t hold himself back!” This was just one of almost a couple dozen trips that Wally led
for Adventure Cycling.
During his five-month trip from the Florida Keys to Alaska in 2014, Wally wrote, “You may be
wondering what I’ve learned during all of this time. Well, I haven’t learned anything particularly new,
but I will tell you this: if you have a dream, you should find a way to make that dream come true. And
if your dream includes doing something that seems really big or intimidating, that is okay because you
only have to do it one minute, one hour, and one day at a time.
“I also know that I am just an ordinary guy, and if I can do this, anybody can do anything.
“I am glad to have been able to share this journey with you and hope that you were able to enjoy
following along. Until next time ... ”
Pedal on, Wally. Thank you for sharing it with us.
From Adventure Cycling’s National Bicycle Touring Portrait Collection. © 2020 Adventure Cycling Association.
See more portraits at
adventurecycling.org/gspg
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Adventure Cycling 2020 Tours

If you want beautiful views,
and challenging, load-free
riding, join us on one of our most
popular van-supported tours.
Arkansas High Country
I Sept. 13–24 - I I Sept. 26–Oct. 7
“Loved experiencing a part of the
country I’d never visited before.
Add to that a couple of experienced
leaders who were on the ball and
worked very well together.”
Chuck A.

Details and registration at:

adventurecycling.org/tours Questions? Call 800.755.2453

